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Advising plan approved
by University Council

RECENT WARM WEATHER brought some students out
to study. This student was seen behind Hanson Hall.
Photo by Mark Thompson

By PATTY SMITH
The University Council
Thursday
approved
a
program for academic advising but also heard complaints that the program was
not comprehensive enough
"This is a good start," said
Student
Government
Association President Mike
DeWitt, "but the proposals
made here can be improved."
SGA Second Vice-President
Doug Wessen suggested that
students failing at midterm
be contacted by their advisers

Sigma Pi, SPE fraternities
denied space in new dorms
By KENT BOOTY
nearly a month of evaluation
All Greek organizations
by a 10-member selection
except Sigma Pi and Sigma
committee appointed by the
Phi Epsilon fraternities will
student affairs office, acbe moving into the new dorcording to Landes.
There
mitories in September.
are 15 Greek organizations on
The decision on which
campus and only 13 housing
organizations will move into
units in the new dorms; thus,
~"*1I ■ niBP' housing was
two groups had to be
publican}--vvmauna* last
eliminated.
Tuesday by Larry Landes aria '
No oiwmiaatioris. other than
Donna Warner, special
Greek organizations" atopw
assistants to the student affor the housing, said Dr.
fairs office. Landes informed
William Hall, vjce president of
the eight fraternity presidents
student affairs.
of the decision, while Warner
According to Hall, the
announced the decision to the
fraternities and sororities
seven sorority presidents.
were evaluated on. five
This decision culminates
criteria:
academics, com-

Student acquitted,
incident not 'clear'
By THERESA BEALE and
TOM OULAN
A
James
Madison
University student was
acquitted in Rockingham
County
District
Court
Thursday of charges of obstructing justice in a case
involving JMU campus police.
Charges were dismissed
against Lawrence Daley
Townsend, who allegedly
pushed Sargeant Herbert Lam
during a scuffle between
campus police and a
passenger in Townsend's car.
The incident reportedly
occurred after Lam and Officer Gary Coffman pursued a
car alleged to have been
Townsend's for running a stop
sign at Madison and Bluestone
Drives, about 1:30 a.m. Dec.
10, 1977.
According to Coffman, he
and Lam were in pursuit of a
vehicle which reportedly ran
the stop sign, but lost sight of
the vehicle as it rounded
Gibbons Dining Hall heading
east.
The officers proceeded past
Gibbons, tuned around in the
service driveway next to
Warren Campus Center and
spotted Townsend's car

parked in D-lot between
Gibbons and WCC, Coffman
said.
Coffman said he did not
note the make of the vehicle as
it allegedly ran the sign, and
that the officers lost sight of
the vehicle for "probably 30-40
seconds," but that the vehicle
was the same color as
Townsend's and there was "no
other traffic."
Townsend and Michael
Konopa,
a
student
at
Bridgewater College, both
testified, however, that they
did stop at the stop sign, as
there was another vehicle in
front of theirs.
Townsend stated that as he
approached the stop sign to
make a left turn onto
Bluestone, he unwittingly
strayed too far to the right, not
realizing that the single-laned
Madison Drive split into left
and right turn lanes near the
corner.
In his rear-view mirror,
Townsend noticed another
vehicle coming up on the left,
he said, and, stopping "about
15 feet from the stop sign, (I)
waited for the car to clear."
Coffman said that when he
(Continued on Page 13)

munity involvement, campus
activities, public image and
financial stability.
He refused, however, to
identify the areas in which
Sigma Pi and SPE scored
significantly lower than the
other fraternities.
The decision not to select
Sigma Phi Epsilon for the
(Continued on Page 12)

and that registration material
be sent to advisers rather than
students to force more contact
between students and their
advisers.
Wessen also
suggested that advisers be
required to send notices of
their office to advisees.
"This is a problem which
lies with the students, faculty,
and university policies and
this program is a step in the
right direction, but more is
needed," Wessen said.
The advising program,
drawn up by the Faculty
Senate, proposes that faculty
should be avail-able to
students during office hours
and to those advisees who
cannot make regular office

5

n addition, advisers should
have program cards and
check sheets for each
student's degree program.
The advising program also
stipulates that advisers be
aware
of
vocational,
academic, and personal
counseling programs, in
addition to any catalog
changes in general studies
and departmental changes for
degree options.
Advisers are also urged to

Aliens f«ee difficulties
By BRUCE OSBORNE
The foreign student who
studies in America is "one of
the most important products
this country produces," the
district director of the U.S.
immigration
and
naturalization service said
Tuesday.
• Because of the complexity
of immigration laws, the
immigration service has a
tremendous backlog of letters,
according to the supervisory
director of immigration.
Both men spoke at a
seminar on "Immigration
Guidelines and Alien Needs,"
organized by a group from
Harrisonburg's Trinity
Presbyterian Church and Dr.
Bijan Saadatmund of the
psychology department here.
Ten years ago, there were
about 30,000 foreign students
in America. Now there are
about 170,000. the problems
of these students nave.not
changed drastically, there are
just more of them, said Joseph
Mongiello,
the
district
director.

"What we give him here
will live many, many years
afterwards," Mongiello said
about the foreign student.
Foreign Students who have
studies in America include
famous personalities ranging
from the president of Nigeria
to Fidel Castro, Mongiello
said.
The "law is complex"
concerning aliens, he said,
citing one immigrantion law
which was passed in 1952 and
has been amended 15 to 18
times every year since them.

ThereTOrer—omnioyers
should not hesitate to call or
write to the immigration
service if they have any
questions about the legality of.
hiring foreign students or
immigrants, said Mongiello.
A two or three month wait
can be expected by anyone
who sends mail to the im(Continued on Page ft)

attend orientation sessions
and all new faculty members
will attend an orientation
session or sessions, equivalent
to one full day, for instruction
in academic advising.
In addition, each department will be required to
conduct a program for their
faculty on advising students in
various programs offered by
the department.
The advising program also
stated that students are
ultimately responsible for
career choices and meeting
gradua tion requirements.
Also, the council heard a
report from DeWitt that the
SGA is now 'distributing
Student Buying Power Cards
which enable students to
receive a five to ten percent
discount at five local
Harrisonburg stores-Full Tilt
Haircutters, Ace Electric,
WhitesePs
Music,
the
University Square and
Leonard's Bedding.
DeWitt also announced that
the SGA has begun a program
where it will pay admission
fees to campus activities for
underprivileged children.
JMU "big brothers and
sisters"who volunteer their
time to these children have
had to pay these fees in the
past, DeWitt said.
This
program will also facilitate
public relations between the
university and the community, he added.
In other business, the
council approved the construction of a university
mace. The mace will be made
by Ronald Wyancko of the art
department and will be
financed by the Madison
Foundation.

Visiting scholar:

Black history ignored
By DEBBIE YARD
The role of the black in the
development of America has
been almost completely
ignored by historians, according to a James Madison
visiting scholar.
This is a
"glaring
omission," said Dr. Benjamin
Quarles of Morgan State
University, since blacks are
the
"most
numerous
minority" and have been
instrumental in shaping
American culture and politics.
Quarles' visit here Thursday was a highlight of the
Black Student Alliance's
observation of National Negro
History Week.
One of the reasons that
black history has been
ignored, Quarles said, is that
historians do not look for
black references when they
are researching other areas of
history. "They come upon a
reference to blacks ana they
turn the page."
Another reason is that
historians "tend to glorify the
ethnic group, civilization or

culture to which they belong,"
Quarles said.
An additional tendency is
for historians to "glorify the
civilizations which are
dominant when they live."
The white world has been
considered dominant and,
therefore, progressive," he
said. The non-white world,
such as Africa and Asia, has
been thought to be "static."
Sources for black history
are also difficult to find, he
said. Arnold Toynbee, a
historian, made a study in
which
he
traced
22
civilizations, and "not one was
African or black," Quarles
said. "Toynbee wasn't a
racist, his material just didn't
reveal the extent of the role of
the non-white cultures."
Until recently, there has
been only a very small
demand for books and articles
on black history, and authors
and scholars were hesitant to
waste five to ten years
researching' for nothing, he
said. However, the "academic
(Continued on Page 7)
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"Freedom* of the press is one
of the great bulwarks of
liberty, and can never be
restrained but by despotick
Rover nntents." — James
Madison

Is history only
what's recorded?
SfMNG IS

HERE?

TIM RlftK

HEW minority admissions:

Quotas lower standards
By LINDSEY BOTELER
Colleges and universities have maintained
high standards by keeping the standards for
admission at a high level. The U.S. Department of Health Education and Welfare wants
to destroy the quality of a college education by
establishing admission quotas for statesupported schools.
In the name of equal rights, the quota
system will do little more than make college
acceptance easier for certain groups. As
happened at James Madison University, the

desired, then it can not be achieved by quotas
and retain a high level of productivity. For
whatever reasons, there is a tendency among
people to try to get the most possible in exchange for as little as possible, and all a quota
system will accomplish is to offer more of
something in exchange for less.
Minorities should have the same opportunity for a college education as anyone
else, but they should not get it for less.if a
certain group has difficulty meeting college

'equal opportunity should mean the best
qualified person applying for a position gets it9
requirements for one group will be higher than
the requirements for another group.
Equal opportunity should mean that the best
qualified person applying for a position gets
that position, regardless of ethnic background.
Equal opportunity employment, as it works in
some government agencies, however, does not
work that way.
Individuals from minority groups have an
easier time getting a government job, and
have less expected of them once they are hired.
_The reason is not a -matter of capability, but
rather a fear of complaints to the,Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.
Because of the power of the commission,
minority workers do not have to be as
productive as non-minority workers.This does
not mean that all minority workers take advantage of the Equal Employment laws, but
enough do to illustrate the problem.
The problem is that if an equal ratio of
minority persons in a school or business is
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entrance requirsmeMe, it is not the problem of
the college and as such the college should not
' be forced to suffer from accepting
inadequately prepared students.
If a particular group is shown to be less
prepared for college as a whole than the
majority of students, HEW should investigate
an<l direct their efforts towards the reason for
it.
Colleges should not lower requirements to
enable a group of poorly prepared students to
get in. It is the students who should improve
their ability so that they can meet the
requirements of college admission:
If there is a flaw in the educational system
which is preventing these students from being
able to pass entrance exams, then HEW should
take steps in that direction
HEW is attempting to start at the top of the
educational system and work down. They
should start at the elementary and secondary
levels and work up.
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By DWAYNE YANCEY
If a tree falls in a forest and there is no one there to hear it. does
it make a sound?
The answer, one which has long confused and confounded the
less enlightened, is no-sound is not actually created until the
sound waves reach the ear. Thus, if there is no one in the forest,
the sound waves produced by the falling tree would reach no ears
and hence, make no sound.
The same logic has often been mistakenly applied to history.If
something happens and no one is there to record it, then did it
actually happen?
Too often historians have answered in the negative.
The result is that the picture history presents of the past is
often inaccurate and i n complete from being biased toward those
cultures with the leading historians, namely those of western
Europe.
With little or no record of their past, other cultures and
civilizations are slighted or omitted altogether from the compilations of world history.
The frightening fact is that our past is Largely what the
historians say it is. If a civilization is not recorded in history, the
impression is created and perpetuated that it did not actually
exist. If we accept history as truth then historians could change
the past and thus alter the present and affect the future.
Carry this far enough and a group could conceivably be
deprived of its past by historians who lack a record of the
culture's achievements or even its very existence. An historic"1
experience could be created not from tostoricaltr"**- •"•"'actual
events but from the mistaken »•*»»» « mtrtorlans.
This erasure of itte past is perhaps most evident in the history
of the American black.
As Dr. Benjamin Quarles, one of America's foremost black
historians, has pointed out, the British during their imperialistic
period tended to believe that history did not actually begin until
they arrived. To them, Africa, as well as other non-European
areas, had no history until the Western powers began to colonize
them.
Quarles. in a lecture Thursday in the Warren Campus Center
as part of the Visiting Scholars program, noted the the impression that "blacks have no history" is partially the fault of
historians themselves-the very people whom we have entrusted
with the duty of accurately recalling our past and recording oui
present.
By omitting the role of blacks from most histories, succeeding
generations are presented a picture of a past in which blacks
made no contributions, at least none of a positive nature.
When revisionists do uncover facts left out by previous
historians, their works are often received with skepticism. An
attitude of "If it existed, why wasn't it in history books before?"
prevails.
Quarles listed five basic reasons why the
contributions of
blacks are often not found in the ma i or annals of history:
One: "The magnet in the' mind." Historians .'oak for certain
kinds of information when they research. Thus, they often find
little else or any evidence which does not fit into, or conflicts with
the historian's thesis. Such evidence is simply ignored.
For example, historians working on the American Revolution
often overlook the important role played by blacks on both sides
because they simply do not look for it. Any information accidently
discovered is omitted as incongruous with prevailing assumptions.
Two: H istorians tendto glorify their own ethnic groups. Quarles
noted that the British are portrayed as tyrannical in American
books on the revolution while British books view the Americans
as brash upstarts unwilling to pay their taxes. If a sister AngloSaxon nation is-treated so harshly in history, how can other, nonAnglo-Saxon groups expect to be dealt with?
Three: Historians tend to glorify the kinds of civilization
predominant in the times in which they write. Thus histories of
the past 500 years would overlook the cultures of Asia and Africa
for the militarily and technologically superior West.
Four: The extent of non-Western civilization is not revealed in
the traditional source materials. Because much African and
Asian history was not documented, an historian such as A.J.
Toynbee who used only written material in his research would be
handicapped in recording these civilizations.
Five: Book publishers believe that there is no market for
black history books.
"A young scholar doesn't want to spend five to ten years
researching and then find no one will buy the book," Quarles said,
noting that one of his early books had been rejected by a
AC.onUnu.ed,on
••**■»•.•»••. «•*»*■ »*-*w .*•*
HMraVeV* * WX **- »a» JB-
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Dining hall is like
a three-ring circus
To the editor:
I realize that the campus
dining hall has undergone
much criticism and abuse in
the past, but I feel it is once
again necessary to place the
spotlight upon its snortcomings.

f Readers1
I forum

"GOCPSrDT(AMGa- IF HAMILTON 0HW WANTS To GO ON TF€ PRDWL INW/^MN^DN
SM31K B^S,HB0U3MTAWA1CH WO HE MESSES WflU"

Graduation: the quad is surely doomed

To the editor:
What? Graduating on the
quad again? Absurd! How
gratingly incongrous that
archaic vestige of the, la-deda, world of
traditional
academia is with the "new"
James Madison University.
The clean, convenient and
efficient graduating en masse
better suits the character
developed by the school's
head and staff.

professors hold dear.

There's just no time for the
stifling bourgeoisie traditions,
that smell of the dank,
medievel dungeon, which a
handful of crazy, old, die-hard

One of three things will
happen:

Fortunately, most will be
either dead or retired in the
near future and replaced with
the "new
breed'" of
facilitators (the
name
"professor" having been
dropped).
But until our shining,
stainless steel, sterilized, prepackaged ship comes in,
console yourself with this: the
quad is surely doomed!

(1) It will become so
crisscrossed with any number

of bridle paths for the asses at
JMU that it will become absolutely
unusable
for
graduation.

<>ur problems will be solved!
Progress marches on!

(2) The quad will become
extinct as it is "utilized" out of
existence. In its place will be
a long line of shining, new
buildings!

The next step is to see about
getting those black robes and
Junny hats replaced with
something more casual. And
hopefully they can do
something about wasting all
the paper on diplomas.

(3) We won't have to go to
the turf, it will come to us. I
can easily foresee the quad
being leveled in the near
future and beautiful astroturf replacing that most obnoxious grass that continually
needs to be cut. Have faith,

Possibly they could be printed
out on microfiche and then
mailed to students.
Just
think, that would eliminate
the muss and fuss of
graduation-all together!
D. S. P&*t©^

On Wednesday, February
22, going to dinner was
comparable to attending a
three-ring circus. A poorly
planned menu of shrimp and
steak on the same night
contributed greatly to the
utter chaos which existed.
After surviving the wait in
mile-long lines, a place to sit
was nowhere to be found. By 5
p.m. all of the milk containers
were empty plus the floor was
flooded by water which had
managed to gush from the
drink machines.
If one was lucky enough not
to slip and fall while wading
past the salad bar he or she
may have hopelessly been
crushed by the cartons of milk
rolling to the rescue.
Is it necessary, after an
entire -day of classes, for
students here to undergo
sheer torture to receive a few
burnt clams and a hell of a lot
of grief?
This is not a letter of jest,
but merely a plea for help.
Someone out there, please
listen before it is too late.
The day is soon to arrive when
some bruised, battered amte
malnourished body will be
found lying on the floor among
the Dixie riddle cups.
Sherry Shifflett
Gretchen Waters
Karen Downey
Debbie Milleson

Peruvian letters:

'The Lord works in mysterious ways
By DEAN C. HONEYCUTT
Dr. Henrico Balboa Director, Student Foreign
Exchange Program
Lima, Peru
Dear Henri,
The campus is buzzing with
the news: James Madison
University's first Peruvian
student to
be accused of
cheating has been formally
exonerated by the Honor
Council. Henri, our Ukase has
won a landmark case! It was
the first prima facie case of
serious cheating ever to be
dismissed for lack of
evidence!
My good friend Ukase has
been drinking pina coladas all
day. slicing oranges into
slivers with a vengeance and
wondering aloud who saved
his reputation. Someone
pilfered his cheat note from
the Honor Council Coordinator's file, and just between ourselves now, Henri, > it
was I, and not God who did it.
Ukase almost believes in
God today, and I would not
want to drop a bomb on his
shaky faith by telling him
there is not such thing as a
miracle.
"The Lord helps those who
help themselves," I said to
him, taking pride in his ailAmerican
resourcefulness.

Ukase wondered how
anyone so smart could be so
stupid. "Doesn't God know He
could be expelled for that?
Collaboration is a capital i
offense here!"
"The Lord works in
mysterious ways," I said to
my friend.
Incidentally,
that's what my adviser told
me when I asked him to explain the Honor System in
terms anyone could understand.
Oh,
Henri,
American
justice is a wonderment,
enough to reduce ancient
Babylon's hanging gardens to
a pail of beet greens. I consulted the student handbook
before Ukase's hearing to gain
an understanding of the
mechanics of the system.
It works well enough on
paper, but the explanation in
the handbook does no justice
to an actual trial. Not only
does the Honor System work
well in practice.but it works in
a million different ways!
As far as I can tell, this is
how the Honor System is
supposed to work:
(See Figure 1)
Here is what happens when
the defendant choosos to
remain silent:
(See Figure 2)
Here is what happens when
the defendant notifies the
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If Ukase did cheat on his
philosophy test, who could
prove it?
And if his
philosophy professor swears
she saw him with the missing
cheat note, how could Ukase
prove otherwise? Even when
guilt remains unproven, the
taint of suspicion lingers.
He confronted his accuser,
and to the best of my
recollection, this is how. the
cross-examination went:
"Professor, I am going
to ask you a few questions
concerning the calumnies
you've seen fit to fire at me. I
would be grateful if you kept
your answers as brief as
possible. First question. How
many fingers?"
"Your
honor,"
the

\

professor shouted at the
council, "I object!"
"Sustained," said the
president. "The defendant
shall refrain from impudence
in the future.
You may
proceed with thequestioning.
Professor, what would you
sayif I could prove beyond a
shadow of a doubt that you
were not even present at the
scene of the alleged Honor
Code violation?"

t

"It is the opinion of the
council that the defendant has
no need of philosophy class,
never mind the cheat note
which the accuser has failed
to present as evidence of the
defendant's alleged violation.
In light of this development
we find the defendant innocent
of the charges brought against
him. I would ask that the
council formally exonerate
him, if the defendant so
wishes."
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With that, the president
called a halt to Ukase's
rigorous cross-examination.
In closed session the Honor
Council considered what little
evidence there was to support
the accuser's allegation. Five
hours later the president
delivered the verdict along
with a short speech.

"I would say you were the
biggest liar on the face of the
earth."
"I'll ignore that remark.
Professor, were you in Paris
at the time of the alleged
Honor Code violation?"
"No.,"
"Were you in Rome at that
tune ?»
"No."
And so it went: Ukase
"London?"
became the first Peruvian
"No!"
"Well if you were not there, student to be formally
then you must have been exonerated by the Honor
Council. Today he is drunk
someplace else, correct?"
and proposing toasts to
"Yes."
everyone.
"And
if
you
were
"To God," says he, "who
someplace else you could not
saved my honor. Hip-hip!"
have been there."
Hurrah.
"Where?"
For now, goodbye. I shall
"At the scene of the alleged
write again.
Honor Code violation."
"Your honor, " she Yours Very Truly,
shouted, "I object!"
Eureka

(O
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Council
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Honor Council Coordinator
that an attorney is to
represent him:
(See Figure 3)
Here is what happens when
the Honor Council coordinator"1
discovers fie evidence has
^sappeared:
(See Figure 4)
The
last
diagram
illustrates the confusion which
resulted
in
Ukase's
exoneration.
It made me
wonder whether it was my
colleague's honor or the Honor
Council president's patience
which was actually on trial.
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'Black Magic details black musical history
By STEVE SNYDEH
Hats off to the University
Program Board.
After a year of offering
little eke in the way of
musical intertainment but
southern rock, the UPB broke
out of its mold by bringing
"Black Magic," a musical
show detailing the history of
black music, to Wilson Hall
Friday night
The four member ensemble, consisting of Charles
Douglass, Jackie Lowe,
Lemb Simpson and Gwen
Sumter, has a varied list of
musical and theatrical accomplishements to their
credit.
Douglass'
movie
appearances include "Serpico"
and "The Lost Man" with
Sidney Poitier, and he drew
raves on Broadway as the
Etrter in the Andrew Sisters
t "Over There."
Lowe began her career as a
dancer irt such shows as
"Anything Goes" and "Bye
Bye Birdie," and will be
prominently featured in the
film musical "The Wiz"
starring Diana Ross.
Simpson has appeared in
"Hair," "Godspell," and
"Jesus Christ Superstar,'.'
while Sumter's credit sheet
includes roles in "Journey
Into Darkness," "In White
America," and "Tobacco
Road." All are stalwarts of
the National Theatre ComTneir show was fast paced
and well choreographed,
using
musical
impersonations, historical
costumes, and brief, introductory passages of
dialogue to re-create many of
the greatest black artists and
the mood of the times when
these artiste lives.
The show opened with an
announcement over the P.A.
by the "Big Cat from WBIB"
(Black is Beautiful).

"Tonight," he said, "we're
bringing aU you groovy guys
and gals a new concept. Live
radio."
The performers then appeared and launched into
"That Old Black Magic," in
breathtaking four part harmony.
'
"There's more to being
black than meets the eye,"
Charles Douglass informed

Fats Domino appeared to
sing "Blueberry Hill," as we'll
as Chuck Berry with "Johnny
B. Goode," and Little Richard
with "Tutti-Frutti."
Donning choir robes, the
cast performed a powerful
gospel medley, consisting of
"Fare Thee Well." "Jericho,"
"Down by the Riverside" and
"Joy to the World."
Ray Charles was eulogized

the audience. "This show
tonight's about us po' liT ol'
colored folks...and what we
did to change the history of
music."
From then until the
frenetic, concluding refrain of
the opening number, the show
was a constantly-changing
scenario of black consciousness, as seen through
the evolution of black music.

§ide§tl€W-

THE W.E. CAMPHER MEMORIAL MASS
CHOIR of Hagerstown, Md. performed in the

Aits,i*e|lc

Warren Campus Center Sunday as part of the
National Negro History Week activities.
Phot* by David I tract

in a medley of "What'd I Say"
and "Hallelujah I Love Her
So," while Tamla-Motown
was paid tribute through
through the Diana Ross songs,
"Baby Love" and "Touch Me
in the Morning."
Other re-creations included
Ella Fitzgerald ("A Tisket, A
Tasket"), Billy Eckstine
("My Foolish Heart"),
Johnny Mathis ("Chances
Are"), Dinah Washington
("What a Difference a Day
Makes"), Harry Belafonte
("The Banana Song") and
Dionne Warwick ("I Say a
Little Prayer").
The outstanding highlights
of the show were Jackie Lowe
as a gaudily costuned Besse
Smith ("Nobody Knows You
When You're Down and Out")
and Gwen Sumt*r as ' "theincomparable
Billie
Holiday" with a chilling
rendition of "God Bless the
Child."
A brief portion of the show
paid homage to the late Buster
Williams in a re-creation of
the old black minstrel shows.
Nor was Broadway ignored,
with selections from such hits
as "Pearly," "Golden Boy,"
"Over Here!" and "Tell Me
Nobody Knows."
Not above poking fun at
their white,
legendary
musician counterparts, the
performers described Elvis
Presley as a "21 year old sex
maniac with greasy hair," to
the hilarious accompaniment
of "Hound Dog."
Despite a few technical
problems (one microphone
was dead for practically the
whole show) and some annoying offkey harmonies on
Stevie Wonder's "Sir Duke"
and Warwick's "Prayer," the
show was excellent.
Tastefully done from
beginning to end, it presented
a bird-eye's view of black pop
culture, accessible to any kind
of audience.

New Aerosmith LP refines style set on'Rocks'
'Boys from Boston draw the line'
By DWAYNE YANCEY
With "Draw the Line"
Aerosmith has done precisely
that to their musical
evolution, having apparently
arrived at what they consider
a style which with they are
comfortable.
Each of their previous
albums
presented
an
Aerosmith with a slightly
different concept of their
direction.
The
boys
from
Boston began with heavy
influences from blues-rock
and early rock and roll. On
"Get Your Wings" they
showed signs of originality
with an energetic but
carefully proportioned style.
"Toys
In the Attic"
suffered from commercial
overtones.
"Rocks"
exhibited
Aerosmith with a freneticism
polished to the point of being
glossy. The album cover was
symbolic-the
rocks
it
displayed were smooth
diamonds and not jagged
remnants from a quarry blast.
Here is where Aerosmith
has decided that it belongs, for
the band's newest LP, "Draw
the Line," is scarcely
distinguishable
from
'Rocks'." The guitar licks are
not rough-edged and scraping,
they are sharp and piercing.
Instead of measured and

designed musical shapes,
most of the songs are a formless muddle.
The instruments fiis'e
together in a swirling mass of
music.
Picking out each
player requires a finely-tuned
ear. None engage in any
brilliant feats on their
respective instruments:
everything is held close to the
median:
Once
again,
Aerosmith
prefers
finesse over outright power.
Their music is. slick. They
attempt to impress the
listener by being fast-paced
rather than through any
inheren*.
raw,
brash
qualities.
Lead singer Steven Tyler is
unintelligible on most of the
songs, babbling away in a
high-pitched
scream.
Perhaps he is following the old
adage that "if you come to a
bad line, mumble it." Even if
there are clever lyrics, one
would never know.
The greatest fault of "Draw ■
the Line" is that the songs
seem to all sound the same.
Most are at the same pace,
with the same structure, and
have very little individuality.
Aerosmith does, fortunately, include a few
surprises, engaging in some
uncharacteristic fantasy with
"Kings and Queens" (there is

'Band hasn't lost the edge'
By MARK SUTTON
. "Draw
the
Line,"
Aerosmith's fifth release,
presents the listener with an
unusual set of contradictions.
On the outside, the album is
the very essence of commercialism. Inside however, .
one finds an album of driving,
rather non-commercial rock
and roll.
The contradiction can best
be explained by a quick glance
at the band's audience. Like
Alice Cooper in the early
1970's, Aerosmith has two
audiences.
One consists of hard rock
fans, mostly male, who have
been with the band from the
beginning, and are here for
the music. The other,
predominately female, made
the band's second single.
"Walk this Way," an AM
radio hit and are verv Top 40
commercially oriented.
"Draw the Line."' then,
attempts to please both these
audiences.
The
cutesy
packaging, and the insert
hawking Aerosmith souvenirs
are aimed at their radio fans,
who really don't care what the
music sounds like as long as
they've heard it on their
own. Inside, one finds a hard
rockers delight, which proves
Aerosmith's place among the
M best of the fourth-generation
rock bands.

even supposed to be a banjo
and mandolin on that track
somewhere, no doubt forever
buried beneath the guitars),
and resurrect ".Milk Cow
Blues," giving it the
characteristic Aerosmith
stamp as was done with
previous songs of this, genre"Wajking the Dog," "Train
Keep A-Rolling," and "Big
Ten-Inch Record."
Of the remaining songs',
they are generally indistinct,
(Continued on Page 5)

So much has happened in
the year-and-a half since
"Rocks" that many people
were wondering whether this
album would cut it among the
rockers. The answer, at least
for now, is yes: the band
hasn't lost the edge in their 18month lay-over between
albums.
The guitar work of Joe
Perry and Brad Whitford is
well paced, tight and controlled. Tom Hamilton's bass
work provides, as usual, a
solid base for Perry and
Whitford to work around.
Joey Kramer is the most
energetic drummer in an
American
band
today,
providing solid, straightforward playing. Steven Tyler
is in fine form, and can do
things with his voice few other
vocalists would dare try.
The album opens with the
title cut. "Draw the Line." an
up-tempo rocker, easily
recognized as the sort the
band perfected on "Rocks."
The second cut, "I Wanna
Know Why" is notable for the
shrewd mixing of horns
around Hamilton's bass line.
"Critical Mass," a cut
which has received some FM
airplay, follows. The precise,
spartan
guitar
work,
reminiscent of "Tyranny and
Mutation"-period Blue Ovster
. (Continued on Page 5)
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Audiences pleased
(Continued from Page 4)
Cult, moves in and out ot tne
mix, drifting from speaker to
speaker. "Get It Up", a
catchy little rocker which
features some slide guitar
work by Joe Perry, is
probably the strongest cut on"
side one.
It's an infectious tune that
will have you walking around
singing the chorus just for the
sheer fun of it.
The side closes with
"Bright Light Fright" which
finds Joe Perry handling lead
vocal chores. The song is a
driving, hundred mile per
hour tune with some wild sax
work by Stan Bronstein.
Side-Two is opened by the
albums strongest cut, "Kings
and Queens." The song, which
features producer Jack
Douglas on mandolin, is
Aerosmiths first venture into
the realm of fantasy rock, but
they pull it off with aplomb.
The production fits the song
perfectly. Steve Tyler contributes double tracked

backing vocals and piano, in
addition to his lead vocal.
Once again, the KramerHamilton-Tyler rhythm
section provides excellent
work.
"The Hand That Feeds,"
which follows, nearly fails due
to vocal excess on Tyler's part
on the opening but picks up
near the end. Still, it is the
weakest cur on the album.
The band makes a
comeback with "Sight For
Sore Eyes," a good sludge rifrocker, again featuring solid
bass work from Hamilton.
"Milk Cow Blues" closes
the album with some nice
mouth organ work, courtesy
of Steve Tyler.
On the whole. "Draw the
Line" is a good representation
of Aerosmith at this stage of
their career. Like "Rumours"
by Fleetwood Mac and
Queens "News of the World"
it shows the band refining a
style set on a previous album,
rather than breaking any new
ground.

Finesse preferred
(Continued from Page 4)
except for "Bright Light
Fright," notable because lead
guitarist Joe Perry handles
the vocal chores, and
'"Critical Mass," blessed with
elan and which has been
receiving considerable FM
airplay.
The halt in Aerosmiths
vertical progress should not
necessarily be interpreted as
a failing. Rather, it presents
them as a stable and assured
group before the public, a
public which has watched
their evolution and their rise
to fame and wondered where

each would lead.
The band can now concentrate
on
horizontal
progress, improving what
they do rather than feeling
pressured to change what they
do in the name of "progress."
Aerosmith seems to have
arrived at the stage of
knowing what they want to be.
The challenge now is to avoid
stagnation.
The point being that, if you
like "Rocks," you will like
"Draw the Line." Close your
eyes and there may not be
much difference.

JOHNNY NICHOLAS, leader of Johnny and
The Rhythm Rockers brought his early style
rock and roll band from their home base of

Boston to Harrisonburg's Elbow Room last
Tuesday.
Photo by Dove Garland

Lyndrup's operatic D-day staged smoothly
By DR. FRANK ADAMS
In a logistical operation roughly on a par with the
Normandy landing, Allen Lyndrup last week marshalled a production of Offenbach's operetta "La
Perichole" for the
James Madison University
Theatre.
For lieutenants he had John Little as director of
the chorus,
Ben Wright as orchestra conductor! inevitably in sole command once the curtain
was up), Tom King on lighting, William Molyneux
to design the sets, Pam SchueUte for costumes, Ken
Boyce on properties and Jim Alexander on technical
direction.
Under them a cast, counting alternates and understudies, of 28 (no figures are guaranteed); chorus,
performers and dancers to the number of 22; and
orchestra of 31: and a crew of some 50.
That a regiment of this size, most of them working
for love rather than money, worked together harmoniously enough to put on a smoothly paced and
ostensibly effortless performance is a miracle
And if it is a miracle that it was done at all it is a
separate miracle that it was done well. But done well
it was.
A reviewer cannot hope to give as much credit as
is obviously due. But he can try.
Some of the credit must go to Jacques Offenbach
11819-1880). whose light, fluffy, mildly naughty
operetta (an operetta is as long and as wide as an
opera, but notsodeep) transplants from Paris in 1868
in the reign of Napoleon III to Harrisonburg in 1978 in
the reign of Jimmy Carter without wilting a leaf.
His plot is simple (not to say simple minded, but in
operas no one is supposed to object), but sturdy
enough to provide for a good quantity and variety of
characters and songs.
Debbie Zirkleas La Perichole was lovely to look at
and acted with assurance and charm. Opposite her
kddie Lupton as her fellow street musician was
winsome and suitably adoring. Opposite them, as
the plot has it. Rich Travis as the Viceroy (King of
vice?) was charmingly corrupt and lecherous.
u-»*e»r- -pans were1 uniformly well cast and

developed for enjoyably distinguishing idiosyncrssics.
Special mention goes to Steve Bridges, who made
of the
small part of the old prisoner a humorous
gem deserving of the applause it got.
Chorus work was good in respect to singing and
better in respect to movement. (The danger with
a chorus is that it will look like a bunch of people
waiting for a bus.) The circus was a fine cameo
circus and the ballet was a delight.
Here tribute must be paid to Lisa Meyers, a
dancer who danced well but in addition carried on an
unsuccessful flirtation with a guard (or page or
soldier or equerry--in an operetta, who knows?) in a
wholly delicious and thoroughly hilarious way.
This bit. well worth the price of admission, was
the most remarkable thing to happen to opera since
the Marx brothers and, believe it or not, funnier.
Thanks to Miss Meyers for some of the most
treasured moments in nearly a half century of
theatre-going.

Musically, the production showed the youth of its
performers, both on stage and in the orchestra. (The
orchestra was so large, incidentally, that it overflowed the orchestra pit into, well the orchestra.)
Attacks were tentative, projection was less than
would have been ideal, tone quality was uneven, pitch
was elusive, volume was low-not all the time, by any
means, but often enough to be noticed.
All of these were to be expected, of course: not
many college-age people with only a few years of
training are singing or playing at the Met.
What was not to be expected was nearly flawless
enunciation for all singers. Passages almost too
softly projected to be heard were still usually clearly
understandable, an admirable feat.
The sets were a pleasure in themselves. The public
square convincingly enlarged the small stage, was
interestingly complex and yet handily usable. The
Hall of State made a beautiful picture and an amusing
foil to the shenanigans that went on in front of it. And
the dungeon could hold its own with Piranesi's
"Imaginary Prisons."
William Molyneux earned the "eminent" in his

title

TW^^T^?^

Lighting was sunny and bright when called for, but
dim and sinister in the dungeon.
Pam Shuelke's costumes lived up to her usual
high standards, lavish in their proper never-neverland quality but being as necessary ravishuigly
beautiful (La Perichole's wedding dress) or dazzling
handsome (the Viceroy's white satin suit).
The production, then, was a delight to the eye as
well as to the ear (if the ear relaxed its standards a
bit). Virtually every song of Offenbach's is tuneful.
State business was incredibly inventive and entertaining, and the tempo of the whole enterprise of
unflagging.
It never for a moment dragged, and the audience
(which needs to be educated before, it can make its
proper contribution to opera) conveyed its pleasure
unequivocally at the final curtain.
To Allen Lyndrup and his army of hardworking
and in many cases gifted subordinates, astonished
congratulations and thanks.
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Debaters take
top places
A number of James
Madison University students
on the varsity individual
events team and junior
varsity debate team received
top places in the Old Dominion
University Monarch Invitational tournament held
last
weekend.
Kevin Miller
finished
second in after dinner
speaking, Alice Barrow
finished third in prose interpretation, Elizabeth
Johnson finished third in
poetry interpretation, Barry
and Nancy Googins finished
fifth in drama be duo and
Marilou Moore finished fifth
in poetry interpretation.
All three JMU debate
teams qualified for the
quarter-finals; JMU was the
only school out of 27 in the
competition to have more than
one debate team to reach the
quarters.
Eddie Bugg and Anne
Edmunds, Kit Brechtelsbauer
and Jim Ishee, and Steve
Holsinger and Elizabeth
Johnson all received quarterfinalist trophies.
^wi
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BEST PICTURE
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RICHARD DREYFUSS
MARSHA MASON
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What is the Androgyny
Workshop?
.

CIRL
■?•!.! iHnwgpi BBS EJ TCiSt Ftr
ROCCOAVF. OFF SO. MAIN

31'W ™ $||Mf

TIHM

THEY LED THE LEAGUE
IN SCORING LAST YEAR...
AFTER THE GAME.

I

This mini-course focuses on helping participants explore sex role
stereotyped attutudes and behavior. Androgynous people are able to express
both "masculine" and "feminine" behaviors. They can be both assertive and
Yielding, both ambitious and sensitive, depending upon the situation. The
workshop will help participants identify their "masculine" and "feminine
traits and provide an opportunity for developing more androgynous attitudes
""TmsmiJiSurse will meetfor four sessions beginning Wednesday MarchlS
from 3 30 5:00 p.m. If interested in participating, signi up in the Warren
Campus Center, or contact Dr. Richard Wettstone in the Counseling and
Student Development Center, 433-6552.
stvrnQi
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Classic Eastwood.. .fast, furious and funny

Family Steak House

Roger Eoert. Chicago Sun-Tmres

1580 South Main
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All We Serve Is
|
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen j
Come By & Give Us A Try

'We have a steak in your future'
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Scholar says black history ignored
(Continued from Page I)
market-place"
for
publications of this kind is now
increasing.
Black history is part of the
"fabric of America" and
should be given more attention, Quarles said.
America's culture is a
"myriad" one and blacks
have contributed "much to its

I

I Mh$r

music,
dance.
food,
agriculture and so on," he
said.
This fact is contrary to the
belief once held by white slave
traders who thought they were
helping the black man by
taking him away from his
backward land into one of
culture, Quarles said. "This
was how they 'justified' the
exploitation of these people."
Blacks have played a large
part in the politics of this
nation also, he said. In the
many wars that have been

Black's past omitted?
(Continued from Page 2
publisher on the grounds that only blacks would be interested and
"blacks don't buy books."
Consequently, the role of blacks in history is often not
presented.
It is the place of both historians and the great learning
centers of our day, the universities, to correct thus -the historians
by correcting earlier omissions and by giving special attention to
those groups and cultures, the universities by providing a forum
for the dissemination of this knowledge and by encouraging
research in these areas.
The American white who questions such a need is well advised
to ask nimself-In the natural rise and fall of civilizations, when
another has arisen to surpass our own, what will become of our
pastTWill history be once more effectively erased by-historians7
Trrrt>miLiii...,., ... ■■■■■■„..„,
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open 11 a.m.-12 midnite Sun-Thurs
open late 11 a.m.-2 a.m. Fri/Sat
Call In 433-1101

"SUPER MEAL,
SUPER DEAL"

SOUTHAAAPT6N

"KTONECMAT MEAL BEFORE fU.!!"

Bonanza has something super for you.
A 10 oz. "super" chop steah. A great meal |
at a low prfee. And you get all the soup
and salad you can eat. free refills on
grinds, and service that's great. AH for
\only 52.59. At Bonanza we want you
^ to come hungry!!
^^

Bonanza

A

tought by Americans, from
the War of 1812 to Vietnam,
"blacks have been involved,
fighting for our country."
The ftrst man to die in
World Vfcar I was black, but
"that's never mentioned in
history books," Quarles said.
Because of their contributions and achievements,
the history of blacks should be
stressed. Quarles said. "The
black, too, is American; this
land is his, as it is of everyone
else
whom
we
call
Americans."

»M £. Market Si. H»rrl»»iik«g

COIN LAUNDRY'^ 425 S Main
Tired of waiting in line for
your dorm's washer. Come
to Southampton & end your
wait.
434-5260
stxsns

Hi.

NAPA Automotive iuiinjjk
Parts S Aeeesories 'Jgy
Cono ft Ncto for o ooniloto Roe of rtoloeeoeur
eerte * oeeottoriet for ooeeouoer ours. Iioerteo"
eon, trucks, olut liiut, took cue' ncekanict
cuilRos.
"ft H.lf, Koo» America ReHiof"
MH»r hrtt hi. »f Hirrbuhrj 433-0351
Mti*r hfh hi. $t Br$$4*i $96-7043
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South bound?
W» Jut

»<• t. M.i. St.
NarrbMkwt
10 5 .illy

FriHN»

*

433 S10S

£ Tuo. 1/21 Ml Start

RMIMMI:

* M. 1/1 Ski* Caotfo

Sun Dresses
Eyelet Dresses
Gauze & peasf(it
Dresses
Camisoles & Tops
Men's Cotton
Embroidered Shirts
Assorted Shorts
Terry cloth and other
Loose Fitting Shirts
Short Sleeve
Knit Shirts
T»

111 S.Moin Street

LAY- A-WAYS"

HAVE A HAPPY!
"» ■ ■ l'1^**!'I1' I'lMiffH II M*^

3*tC
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—Announcements
CAREER PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE
FOR
MARCH 1978.
March l--Baltimore Co.
Schools
Chesterfield Co. Schools
March
2--Quantico
Dependents'
School
System

Dinwiddie Co. Schools
Stafford Co. Schools
United
Virginia
Bankshares
March 13--Petersburg
City Schools
s
March 14-Page Co.
Public Schools
March 15--Prince
William Co. Schools
Henry Co. Schools
March 16-Fluvanna Co.
Schools
Prince William Co.
Schools

China, stoneware
A representative from a
well-known fine china and
stoneware company will be in
the campus center south ball
room March 14,10 a.m.-4 p.m.
A new line of china and
stoneware will be on display.

Biology careerg
There will be a Biology
Career Night Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the campus center's
south ballroom sponsored by
the Biological
Interest
Organization and the career
planning and placement office. Representatives will be
from Marvel, Merke, MCV,
State Water Control Board,
Rockingham Hospital Medical
Lab. the Department of
Agriculture- Soil Conversvation and Burroughs
Wellcome Company
The panel will give career
information
on
job qualifications 'and
responsibilities. Following the
panel discussion there will be
a question and answer period.
Refreshments
will
be
provided.

Typing, shorthand
To assist students who are
applying for a Civil Service
summer job, the business
education and office administration department will
give a typewriting and
shorthand test to those
desiring this service. The
tests will be given Feb. 28 at 7
p.m. in Harrison A-104. This is
not given under the direction
of the
Civil Service but
results can be used in applying for a job.

How fat are you?

Interview seminar

March 1-7 is National
Physical Education and Sport
Week The Department of
Physical
and
Health
Education will kick off the
week with a campus-wide
"Find Out How Much Fat You
Have"' day. This will be free to
all students, faculty and staff.
Come to Godwin Hall (Purple
and Gold Room) Tuesday
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. to
find out what percentage of
body fat you have and your
optimum body weight. This
will be measured through the
use of skin fold callipers. All
information is confidential.

Job Search Seminar No. 4,
"Preparing for the Job Interview," will be held Feb. 28
at 6 p.m. in room B of the
campus center. Come by the
placement office to sign up.

Racquetball
equipment available
at

Valley Sports
Center
434 6580

25-30% off

all Imported Woolens
Stfoators, Vtttv, POWBM, Toiiici,
RUINS, Nitt, Seam* i«4 KOTO.

Snorkle (Mess

all aaatoaJa if 100* aataral

*MI

Preview of Spring Fashions from Colombia

t
Get one at
i Shadetree Glass Shop
SO A

A representative from Beta
Beta Beta, a biology honorary
society, will be on campus
March 2. There will be a
meeting for all persons interested in establishing a
biology honor society here at 2
p.m. in Burruss 212. The
number of persons attending
this meeting will have a direct
impact on acceptance into
BBB. If you are interested but
cannot attend, please contact
Sherrie Earl at box 1243 or call
5144.

acxaaetiOPtKaotatataoooooopopotatataaoott

Pi Gamma Mu, national
social science honor society,
will host John East March 1 at
7 p.m. in room A of the
campus center. East will
speak on "The Real CIA." All
members and interested
persons are invited to attend.
A short business meeting will
follow.

Doi't fof§ot to tab foir

:434-i004

There will be a Baha'i Club
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
in room B of the campus
center. There will be an informal discussion. Everyone
is welcome.

'The Real CIA'

p ■ ■ iwn i a 151 ■ v i ri * ■ in»»i firm a nrrmq

tfM yoi o*r tprinj brook!

Baha'i Club

Biology society

OaUrla lirtornatioiial Shoo
60% «. Ellzabt* Si

49 Water St.
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SEAL CONTEST

Enter par iaaa or attifa for
MM MM SM Nil an4 wia:
tHHftER FOR TWO AT A LOCAL
RESTAURAHT AJTP t TKKE1S TO

It's One Great Surprise After Another!

m concern OF THE mMtrs
CHOKE.
• DtadliM it March 3
• Ml MririM wait aa M t'/till
• Waaar «M ha ehataa a* a
»aaal at liaaarHal ]aa«M
• Man ba triiiaal
• Waaar *iH ba aanaaaeaa
afhr i^riaf brtak

SEND IH YOUR
EHTRYTOMY
TOBOXM-41

Front Wheel Drive

Runs on Regular Gas

Iflla MM@«
Authorized VOLKSWAGEN Dealer

ROUTE 11 SOUTH, STAUNTON
N.C. Olr. 1370
Phone 886-2357 or 942-7810 Open Dally • to 8; Saturday 8 to 4
■*r
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The following price survey was taken the week,of February 1 3-February 18.
(• denotes item not available)
ITEM
Miller Beer 6-12 oz. cans
Michelob 6*12 oz. cans
Schlitz 6-12 oz. cans
Milwaukee 6-12 oz. cans
Stir and Frost
Chocolate Cake Mix

AVERAGE
-EfilCJE
$1.95
2.21
1.89
1.68

KROGER
$1.95
2.19
1.85
1.65

$1.95
2.25
1.85
1.69

MICK OR
RED
MACK
SAFEWAY FflflNJ

•

$1.95
2.19
1.89
1.69

.95

$.95

.93

1.43
1.29
1.09

•
1.29
1.19
1.09

.82

1.35
1.39
1.09
2.99
.89

3.39
.79

2.09

-94

.93

Kellogg's Rice Krispies 10 oz.
.79
Krafts Cheese 16 Slices
1.35
Nestle's Hot Cocoa Mix
1.30
Oreo Sandwich Cookies 15 oz. 1.08
Taster's Choice Decaffeinated
3.11
Coffee
Ritz Crackers 12 oz.
.82
Kool-Aid Lemonade
2.12
Drink Mix 33 oz.

.77

Oscar Mayer Bologna 12 oz.
1.26
Oscar Mayer Beef Franksl6oz. 1.49
USDA Choice Ground Beef
.93
price per lb.
Wesson Oil 16 oz.
.82
Minute Maid Fro OJ 12 oz.
.99
Jiff Peanut Butter 18 oz.
1.19
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Pizza Mix
.97
enough for one pizza
Pops Rite Popcorn with oil 19 oz. 1.02
Kellogg's Frosted Pop Tarts 11 oz. .70
Coke 6-12 oz. cans
1.38
Lipton Chicken Noodle
Cup-a -Soup 4 pk.
-°7
Domino Granualted Sugar
2 lb. box
.79
TOTAL $31.45

GRAND
UNION

Pricing studyconducted
by Circle K

A&P

$1.95
1.69
.93

•
1.39
1.15

$.85
1.39
,1.29
.99

.75
1.29
1.25J
1.09

2.99
.69

3.19
.93

3.09
.75

2.00
.89

2.09

2.09

2.25

•

2.091

1.39
1.59

1.35
1.59

1.09
1.19

1.25
1.49

1.09
1.59

1.39
1.49

.89
.89
1.19
.99
1.29
.67
1.39

.95
.89
1.05
1.19
.99
.83
.75
1.37

.89
.75
.89
1.15
.93
•
.69
1.37

.89
.83
1.05
1.25
.99
•
.69
1.39

.99
.85
1.05
1.23
.95
.97
•
1.39

.99
.79
.99
1.15
.95
.99
.69
1.39

.69

.69

.63

.65

.65

.69

•

.35
JJ3.
$3p^97_ $31.92

.75
$20.62

A comparative study of
local grocery store prices is
being done by Circle K service
organization.
The study, according to
Annette Ferguson, committee
chairman of the project,
consists of one or two Circle K
members going to each of the
six stores once a week and
pricing specific national
brand name products.
The usual items priced are
crackers, peanut butter,
drink mixes and other items
that students commonly buy.
The project has been in
action for four weeks,
Ferguson said, and it aims to
help
students
shop
economically. Midway and
the campus bookstore will be
included in the future, along
with drugstores, she said.
Circle K does numerous
service projects and Ferguson
urges anyone who has
suggestions concerning this
projector ideas for projects in
general to send them to Circle
K at P.O. Box 4264. N

Biology gets grant
The biology department is
the recipient of a used
equipment grant from the
Energy
and
Resource
Development Administration
of the United States Department of Energy.
The two pieces of equipment that the university will
acquire, a multi-channel pulse
height analyser and a decade
scale, were valued at $20,559
when originally published.

.79
.79
.83
$29.65 $19.95 $27.22

Immigration guidelines, alien needs discussed in seminar

(Continued from
(Continued
from Page
Page 1)
l,
migration service because of
the backlog and the complexity of the laws, according

to James Lounsbury, the
supervisory director.
The alien who wants to
study in the United States has

manv hurdles
hurdles to
tn overcome
OVP^,.
many
even before he gets here. In
general terms, if a foreign
person wants to study in
America,Lounsbury said, a
"certificate of eligibility"
must be obtained. Next, he
must procure a visa from the
U.S. consul. At this point,
proof must be given that the
person has adequate financial
support.
When the prospective
foreign student reaches
America, the immigration
and naturalization service
makes the final decision of
whether he will be admitted,
Lounsbury said.
In order for a person to be

...-!•-. as
„„ a. "nonim..—:_
classified
migrant" student, he must
have a foreign residence
which he does net intend to
abandon, and he must be
qualified to pursue a full
course of study at an institute
which has been approved by
the attorney general.
A full course of study
consists of 12 credit hours or
the equivalent of this for
undergraduate students. For
post-graduates, a school official suggests the number of
hours to be a full-time student.
Employment is not normally allowed for regular
nonimmigrant students,
according to Lounsbury. In

Camera Shop

Portrait Studio
A lot of companies will offer you an important sounding

Complete Camera Supplies
and free Film on Kodaeolor

But how many offer you a really important job?
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you earn your commission. A job with responsibility. A job that requires skill
and leadership. A job that's more than just a job, because
it's.also an adventure.
If that's the kind of job you're looking for,

Contact the
Navy Officer Information Team,
Placement Office,
March 28-30, 9a.m. - 4p.m..
or call. tQll. free: .1 .-a00->552^947.- • ■

and B&W Film

20% DISCOUNT
°" all camera whop
NupplieH photo finishing and both
color arid black & white or free film
79 E. Market St.

434-5314

nrrier to
to obtain
ohfc permission to
order
get a job, the foreign student
must prove to the immigration service there is a
necessity due to unforeseen
circumstances.
Also, the
school must certify that the
job will not interfere with the
student's study load.
A foreign student who is
granted the right to work may
work up to 20 hours a week
while attending school, A fulltime job is legal only during
summer vacation for these
students.
No permission is needed to
work if the institute has an
alternate
work
study
program, Lounsbury said.
JMU does not have this
program.
Furthermore, no permission for employment is
necessary for foreign students
who take on-campus jobs,
providing this employment
does not displace a U.S.
citizen.

Art professor
honored here
The art department will
honor Frances Grove,
assistant professor emeritus
of art here, at Honors Day on
April 6.
This year's award to an
outstanding art student will
be given in Grove's honor.
Grove began teaching at
James Madison University in
1945 and retired in 1973. She
instructed courses in interior
design and art for elementary
school teachers.
Contributions to this award
should be made payable to the
James Madison Foundation
and sent to Dr. Martha
' 'CalaVeir.'D'epartmeritofArt:

The making*
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Adjusting the lights and assembling the skins..

Photos by Mark Thompson

Setting up, plugging in and where's the beer?
By CUTCH ARMSTRONG
"Now the seats are all
empty
Let the roadies take the
stage
Pack it up and tear it down
They're the first to come
and last to leave
Working for that minimum
wage •
They'll set it up in another
town"
-Browne-Garofalo
"Yeah, we just came from
someplace
in
North
Carolina," he said. "Some
hick town near Charlotte.
That's in North Carolina isn't
it?"
Lighting engineer Bruce
Wallace and seven other
"roadies" set foot in Godwin
Hall on February 15 a few
minutes after 1:30 p.m., six
and one half hours prior to an
Elvin Bishop concert. /
As he examined the adjoining tables which formed
the stage, he said, "Hey, I
hear the other act isn't

showing up. Anybody know
for sure?"
When he was informed the
rumor was in fact truth, he
replied, "Great. That's less
work for us. Where's the
beer?"
As he spoke, a few other
road crew members headed
for the equipment truck and
returned with lights, lighting
grids and a phenomenal
amount of cable and wires.
"The lights for this show
aren't too elaborate," Wallace
noted, "but they get the job
done."
As he viewed his light
mixing board being transported inside, he pulled out a
cigarette and moved toward
the component.
"Got a match?" he asked.
The response to this loaded
question is not suitable for
print, but a derogatory
reference to his breath and a
buffalo were mentioned.
As the lights were being
assembled,
the
sound
technicians ventured to the

...tuning the keyboards...

truck for the speakers and lots
of cable.
As the stage began to fill up
with people and equipment, it
became apparent that a
concert was actually going to
be performed within five
hours.
The construction and installation of the lights was not
a simple task by any means.
Colored plastic squares or
"gels" were slipped into
metal holders and fastened to
the lights.
Following that, the lights
were attached to the light
grids and the cords and cables
were plugged into each other.
With that he turned his
head and shouted, "Hey, I
gotta have my juice man.
Where's that guy at that hooks
up the power? Hey, General
Electric." He rolled down his
sleeves and departed in
pursuit of the man who joins
the stage with Godwin Hall's
power box.
Soon
afterward
the
speakers were wheeled in and

maneuvered into position at
the wings of the stage. Cables
were attached connecting the
speakers to amplifiers and
the sound mixing console.
By this time many of the
crew workers and University
Program Board members had
noted the James Madison
University basketball team
conducting a practice in the
other half of the partitioned
gymnasium. More than a few
"when are they going to
leave'"s were heard.
As the trucks emptied
further, the concert hall began
to get cluttered. Empty light
cases and miles of cable'
covered the floor as well as
the stage.
At 5:15 the basketball team
left the opposite side of the
gym and the separating
partition was electrically
removed and stored.
A layer of thick gold
colored plastic was spread
over the remainder of the
floor by the ushers. These
men had constructed the stage
and rolled out the plastic
beneath it earlier that afternoon.
Drums and pianos soon
appeared. The drums took
precedence over the rear of
the stage. The crew member
charge with the task of
assembling the skins was
extremely particular about
cymbal and drum position
because "I get bitched at if
they're not exactly how the
drummer wants them. It's
better to be careful the first
time and avoid the hassle of
readjustment later."
The
microphones
and
microphone stands were put
in place as the lights were
being positioned and erected.
Soon afterward, the instruments wereconnected
with the amplifiers and. it
became time for a sound
check. But it was also time for
dinner.
The sound check
would wait.
"How's the cafeteria
here?" Wallace inquired. His
response from students
nearby consisted only of

subdued laughter mixed with
sparse coughing noises.
While the stage architects
were away eating, the ushers,
along with Godwin Hall staff
and UPB members, set up
tables and turnstiles in the
hallway near the doors. By
this time a moderate amount
of people had gathered on the
other side of the glass.
Less than an hour later the
roadies returned and the
congregation
of
men
separated. The sound men
assumed their positions .as did
the lighting engineers.
The guitars that had earlier
been taken downstairs to the
dressing room for tuning
appeared onstage as the sound
check commenced. All was
found to be in order So the
band members returned to the
dressing room.
By this time the crowd that
was impatiently waiting
outside was admitted inside..
Sinclair Gymnasium began to
fill with spectators. As they
viewed the constructed stage,
their thoughts leaned toward
anticipation of Elvin Bishop
and the opening act, Chris
Bliss, a juggler.
Soon the Tights faded down
and the noise level rose. The
show was beginning.
The
stage was complete and sound
mixing and light levels
became preeminent to the
roadies' attention.
As the audience
applauded and yelled for the
performers onstage. Wallace
turned to a fellow worker and
asked. "Where are we at
tomorrow night?'"
The
response was not
surprising.
"Hell. I don't know. Well
find out tomorrow morning I
guess."
•"Cause when the morning
sun comes beating down
You're going to wake up in
your town
But we'll be scheduled to
appear
A thousand miles away from
here."
--Krowne-Garofalo
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...the ever-present mixing board...

.checking the wiring...

.a drummer9* friend...
.picking out the fitters..

..and at last the time draws near..
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Sigma Pi, SPE denied new dorms
(Continued from Pug* n
housing came as a surprise to
the Greek community, according to several sources.
SPE is the second largest
fraternity at James Madison
University and is apparently a
well-established fraternity
The announcement came
as a "definite surprise" to
SPE
President Paul
Thompson, who said that the
fraternity will probably
remain in their house on the
corner of South Main Street
and Cantrell Avenue for at
least another year.
A one-year lease on the
SPE house has been approved
by the owner. Dr. Joseph
Glick, and needs only to be
approved by President Ronald
Carrier to be renewed, Hall
said.
The student affairs office
"will definitely locate a house

within walking distance of the
school" for Sigma Pi
fraternity., according to
Landes.
"Hopefully, we'll
have a house for them by
March 15."
Possibilities include the

Lincoln House, now occupied
by Sigma Nu fraternity, and
the Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority house on South Main
Street and a privately-owned
home on Wausau Street, Hall
said.
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Cokes 16 oz

$.99
plus deposit
j Old Milwaukee 12 oz. 12 pk. '
$2.99
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Wishes all students
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ELECTRO VOICE
SPEAKER SPECIAL

JVC KD-15 Cassette Deck. Dolby
noise reduction. 5 peak-reading
LED indicators. Bias/EQ switches.
Automatic stop. Lets you record
when you're not there. Frontloading.
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FREE CARTRIDGE
REDUCED FROM $65
INSPECTION, FOR THE AT13EA STEREO CARTRIDGE
AUJMU
audio-technica.
STUDENTS &
$29.95
FACULTY.
Mon 27-4
ALSO THE AT-11EA
$45 list- NOW $17.95!

We're
PIZZA INN
Buyonepizxa
get the next smaler size free
With this coupon buy any giant, large or medium
size thin crust pizza or any large size thick crust
pizza at the regular menu price and receive one
pizza of the next smaller size with equal number
of ingredients and the same type crUst free.
Valuable Coupon — Present With Guest Check

...Pizza inn—
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Student acquitted, incident not 'clear

(f 'iint iiiiiwl from
li-mii Page
P.iitg. It
Ii
(Continued
approached the vehicle and
asked for Townsend's driver's
license and registration, he
detected "a strong odor of
alcohol" on the driver's
breath and
instructed
Townsend to get out of the car.
According to Townsend and
Konopa. all four passengers of
the car were standing outside

,,

the vehicle when the police
officers pulled into D-lot. The
students said they had stopped
to use the telephone in Warren
Campus Center.
Coffman said that while he
was administering sobriety
tests to Townsend, the other
three passengers also got out
of the car and approached
Coffman from behind.

Service Parts of Harrisonburg,
Inc.
Wholesale Distributors
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT

We sell wholesale only, to all JMU
students. Master Charge Welcome.
14N.LIBERTY ST., HBURG, VA. 22801
Phone 434-3844 434-5750

Coffman directed the three
to return to the car. he stated,
but one passenger, Konopa,
allegedly moved behind the
officer a second time.
Coffman again instructed
Konopa to move back to the
vehicle, he said, but Konopa
returned a third time. At this
point, the officer reportedly
ordered Konopa to put his
hands against the car, began
frisking him and told Konopa
he was under arrest for interfering with a police officer.
According to Coffman,
when he put his hand in the
small of Konopa's back, which
he called typical frisking
procedure, the student turned,
grabbed the officer and
wrestled him to the ground.
Konopa said he was
"aggravated" at being
"manhandled" by Coffman
while the officer was frisking

him. When Coffman put his
hand on Konopa's back, the
student said he turned around
and pushed the -officer. Coffman grabbed Konopa's jacket
as he fell, the student said,
and pulled Konopa on top of
him on the ground. Konopa
said he tried to get off of
Coffman while they were on
the ground.
Konopa also stated that he
was not told he was under
arrest until he had been taken
to the sheriff's office.
According
to
Dave
Wellman,
a
second
Bridgewater student who was
in Townsend's car, Coffman
never asked the three students
to get back into the car while
the
officer
questioned
Townsend. He only asked the
students to move back,
Wellman said.
Lam testified that he was

WAYS TO GET STARTED

FOR LIFE
AFTER COLLEGE.
Reinforce your college degree and get a better start through Army ROTC. Get
management training. Self-discipline. A sense of confidence. Earn the extra credentials
that will set you apart as a responsible achiever. You'll also receive $2500 over your
last two years in the Advanced ROTC Program. Whether your career plans are civilian
or military, Army ROTC provides opportunities for both - active duty with a starting
salary of over $11,300, or reserve service while employed in the civilian community.
Get started for life after college. Get started in Army ROTC.

THE
START.

If you are a veteran or a
Junior ROTC graduate, then
you started early - probably
without realizing it. That early
start makes you automatically
eligible to enter the Advanced
Program.

THE

START.

START.

Start Army ROTC during
your freshman or sophomore
year with no military obligation. You'll find a number of
ways to get started in a
curriculum that's exciting,
and flexible enough to meet
your class schedule and
academic needs

Get started in Army ROTC
through Basic Camp at Fort
Knox,(Kentucky, this summer.
You'll get $500 for attending
a challenging six-week camp.
If your performance-^
exceptional, you just may
qualify for a two-year scholarship as you enter the
Advanced Program

CALL

V

433-6264
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unaware of the fracas occurring behind him until he
was pushed by Townsend. The
officer stated that the student
appeared to be "pushing
away."
Lam said that Townsend
had no reason to push him, but
that the student may have
been trying to see what what
was going on between Coffman and Konopa. Lam also
stated that he was not interfered with by Townsend.
While taking the sobriety
tests. Townsend said he
remembers Coffman yelling
at the other students.
Townsend then was "jostled
suddenly" and Lam was
asking him, "Who do- you
think you are pushing me?"
rdu to Townsend. Re
according
said he did not push Lam.
While trying to pull Konopa
off of Coffman, Lam said he
felt someone, whom he could
not identify, tugging on his
jacket. Townsend, meanwhile,
began
"running
around" shouting "This is
crazy. Stop it, stop it," Lam
said.
Townsend had stumbled
once when asked to walk a
straight line, Coffman said,
but the officer added that he
was not sure whether alcohol
may have been the reason.
Townsend and Konopa both
testified that they had drank
three or four beers, but that
neither was drunk.
Another police cruiser
apparently arrived at this
time with Officers Fiona Id
Dove and Garry Harvey.
According to Harvey's
testimony, they arrived to find
Konopa, Coffman and Lam
involved in the scuffle and
Townsend shouting, "This is
crazy. It's not worth it."
Townsend said he had tried
to maintain distance between
himself and the scuffle
because he did not want to
become involved. However,
the student said he was
concerned about Konopa and
began shouting at him to stop
fighting.
Harvey stated that he kept
asking Townsend to move
away, but that the student
"kept screaming in my ear"
while Harvey was trying to
assist the other officers in
restraining Konopa.
Townsend
was
then
arrested for interfering with a
police officer, Harvey said.
The officer testified that he
felt Townsend's presence was
"threatening" because "my
hands were full and my
revolver was open."
Townsend said he did not
remember Harvey asking him
to leave the area of the scuffle.
He was not removed from the
area and he did not interfere
with any of the officers,
Townsend said.
Judge Robert Dinsmore,
stating that he did not think
the
incident
involving
Townsend was clear enough to
warrant
the
charge,
dismissed the charge against
Townsend.
The charge against Konopa
would be taken "under advisement," the judge said,
until he bad had the opportunity to study the case of
Moore v. U.S. (1961), which
Konopa's defense lawyer,
William Ralston, had raised
as a motion for dismissal of
the charge against his client.
Moore, v. U.S., Ralston
said, ruled that a person may
use reasonable force to resist
an officer making an unlawful
arrest.
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Duchess
gymnasts
win VFISW
Lauren Mills' first place in
the uneven parallel bars led
the women's gymnastics team
to the championship. Sunday,
in the Virginia Federation of
Intercollegiate Sports for
Women state meet, at William
and Mary.
Mills tallied an 8.65 in the
event as the Duchesses
earned 131.5 points to runnerup W & M's 123.3 and third
place Longwood's 118.10. Six
teams competed in the meet.
Donna Chapman and
Melody Haynes both took
individual second places for
JMU. Chapman totalled 8.5 in
the floor exercise while
Haynes drew an 8.6 for her
routine on the balance beam.
Angie Muse also earned an
individual place for the
Duchesses.
Muse was
awarded an 8.4 for her uneven
paralled bars performance,
good enough to tie her for
third.
The win qualifies the team
for the Regional Championships in Louisville, Ky.
March 10-11.
TKE'S ROY ALLEN runs the end-around during Intramural football playoff action Sunday against SPE. The

opening round was just a preliminary to the finals
scheduled for tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. See story, page IK
Phot* by Morh Thompson
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Scholarships, three swim teams, beat women
By HOLLY WOOLARD
Scholarship
supported
swim teams prevailed in the
Virginia Federation of Intercollegiate Sports for
Women state championships,
this
past
weekend
in
Williamsburg.
James
Madison University a team
without athletic grants,
placed fourth.
Virginia Tech captured
honors with 642 points, and
Virginia Commonwealth
University finished second
with 552. William and Mary,
competing in the large college
division for the first year, took
third by scoring 532 points and
JMU earned 440 points. Old
Dominion University was fifth
with 121.
Co-captain Frances Kelley
was the Duchesses' top
swimmer. She placed second
in the 400-yard individual
medley. 200 butterfly, and the
500 and 1650 freestyle events.

"Frances swam a really
tough meet," said coach
Skippy Courtet. "She competed against VCU's Patty
Dillion in almost every event
and Dillion just had an excellent meet."
Freestyle sprinter Marie
Grosz "had a good meet,"
said Courtet. She finished
third in the 50 and established
a
Duchess record with a
time of 25.7. Grosz also placed
sixth in the 100 and dropped
her time five seconds to take,
sixth in the 200 free.
Sophomore Suki Shaw took
second place in the 50-yard
butterfly and recorded her
best time of the season with a
28.2. Shaw finished fifth in the
100 fly and eighth in the 100yard backstroke.
Freshman diver Teresa
Norman placed second in onemeter
diving
for
the
Duchesses. She also surprised
her teammates by finishing

Women's basketball:

Move on to tournament
after 66-55 VCU win
By PAUL MCFARLANE
RICHMOND-One thing you
can say about the women's
basketball team's drive to the
state tournament, at least, if it
wasn't spectacular, is certainly was exciting.
The Duchesses waited until
the final regular-season game

to pick up their second
Virginia Federation of Intercollegiate Sports for
Women (VFISW) win and
advance to the state's tournament Thursday. March 2 at
the Old Dominion Field House
in Norfolk.
The 66-55 win over hapless
(Continued on Page 16) .

with the size of the school and
the facilities."
"When you have a couple of
great swimmers, then that's
the meet," said the coach. "If
we had all Frances Kelleys,
we would be in there too."
All large college swim
teams in the state give
scholarships except JMU.
Even smaller schools like
Westhampton will be offering
grants to swimmers next
year.
"We will have to work

really hard to stay where we
are." said Courtet. "It's going
to be an uphill climb from now
on." said the coach.
Fortunately, swimming is
an individual sport.
"The
swimmers can look at times
and see improvement."
Although the Duchesses
only compiled a 2-5 record for
the season, "everybody stuck
together," said Courtet.
"The kids are a team." said
the first year mentor. "I'm
real lucky."

eleventh in the 50 fly.
Breaststroker Mary Kate
Ferguson finished third in the
200 yard event and fourth in
the 50. She placed sixth in the
100.
Teammate
Meenie
Carrington earned fifth places
in the 50 and 100-yard
breaststroke races.
She
captured fifth and sixth
respectively in the 100 and 200yard individual medley
events.
Senior
Diane
Cayce
completed her JMU swimming career by placing fifth in
the 200-yard butterfly and
sixth in the 100 fly and 200
yard breaststroke. She took
eighth in the 200-yard individual medley.

JMU swimmers sixth;
UR captures state meet

Another JMU swimmer
that "surprised the team in a
lot of events" was Carol
Randall. She took fifth places
in \m 50-yard butterfly and
the 100 backstroke. She also
placed seventh and eighth
respectively in the 50 and 200yard backstroke events.
Anita Callahan "finally
dropped her times this
season." said Courtet and
placed seventh and eighth in
the 50 and 200-yard freestyle
events.
She took another
eighth in the 50 backstroke
and eleventh in the 100 yard
free.
"A school like Va. Tech can
pull in a lot of good swimmers
with scholarships." said
Courtet.
"They have
especially good pulling power

As
expected.
The
University of Richmond,
Virginia
Tech.
and
Washington and Lee finished
first. second, and third,
respectively, in the state
swimming
and
diving
championships held Thursday, Friday, and Saturday in
Harrisonburg. and James
Madison placed sixth for the
second year in a row.
Richmond.
lead
by
"swimmer of the meet" Tom
Hogg, who set state records in
the 200-yard individual
medley (1:59.01) and the 100
butterfly < 1:58.58) and placed
second to teammate Tim
Guiney in the 400 I.M..
amassed a total of 414 points.
VPI edged Washington and
Lee. 334 to 308. and Virginia

Commonwealth placed fourth
by barely getting by William
and Mary. 241 to 238. JMU had
139 points, followed by
Virginia Military at 118.
Hampton Institute had eight
points, and Old Dominion had
one.
In spite of the low point
totals. JMU had several
swimmers who swam their
best times ever. A particularly surprising performance was put in on
Thursday night by the 400
medley-relay team of Chip
Martin. Kris Weimerskirch,
Pete Laiti, and Rick Sulzer.
who beat their own record in
that event by over five
seconds. Their entry time was
3:498. from there they
(Continued'on Page 17)
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Baseball squad to open '78 season tomorrow
By RICHARD AMACHER
The James
Madison
University baseball team
begins it's second season at
the NCAA's Division I level,
Mar. l at the University of
Virginia. The team has not
practiced on a baseball field
so far this season.
This year JMU will play a
47-game schedule in 56 days.

4w "^Sfcs^

Coach Brad Babcock said,
"We probably play' the
toughest schedule of any team
on the East coast. If we come
up against a good team with
less than our first, second or
third pitcher we still have to
stick to our rotation. We can't
save our best pitcher for an
important game."
The Dukes will play three

of their first five games
against the second (South
Carolina) and fifth (Clemson)
ranked teams in the country
last year. The Dukes travel
South over spring break for an
eight game road trip beginning March 4th against N.C.
State. The team then travels
to South Carolina, Clemson,
Furman, and East Carolina
(winners of the Southern
Conference last year).
The '78 JMU club will be
minus three players from last
year's team. Third baseman
Jim Bar be signed with the
Texas Rangers, second
baseman Mike LaCasse was
signed by the Baltimore
Orioles
and
centerfielder Todd Winterfeldt signed with the
Chicago Cubs.
The JMU program has now
sent four players on to
professional baseball in the
last two years.
Second
baseman Billy Sample was
drafted by the Texas Rangers
after the 1976 season. He
signed with the Rangers and
last season finished second in
batting in the Texas League
(AA).
Pointing out the major
strengths and weaknesses of
this year's team Babcock
cited the returning pitchers
from last year's team. "We
have five returning pitchers
including four left handed
seniors." They are Dennis
Mead, Mike Naff, Tim
Semones and Dick Parnham.
Also returning is right handed
sophomore Mark Dacko.
"They all started at one
time or another last year and
all are good, consistent pitchers" commented Babcock.
In '77 JMU finished among
the top four Division I teams
in the nation in three team
p statistical categories, ac^JrT^cording to fin»> <-tatistics

■*«*«■,

/

Wrestlers end on winning note
By JOE VAGI
The wrestling team ended
its regular season Saturday at
home in a triangular match by
defeating Washington & Lee
University
27-15,
and
American University 20-15.
AU defeated W & L 26-14 to
place second in the match.
The two victories give the
Dukes a 12-11 season record,
JMU's first winning season at
the Division I level. JMU
finished 9-13 last year, their
first season at Division I.
"The guys did a super
job," said head coach Jim

Prince. "This is the first time
Madison
has
beaten
Washington & Lee." JMU had
lost the five: previous matches
between the two schools.
The difference between a
losing season of 11-12, and
their winning record of 12-11
depended
on three JMU
wrestlers.
JMU had already defeated
Washington'& Lee and was
trailing American University
15-8 with i only freshmen
Woody Lawinan (134), Scott
Utegaard (167), and John
Kubesh (HWt. >■ yet to wrestle.
The Dukes needed three
i

JMU equitation team ties
as freshman takes second
The James
Madison
University equitation team
finished in a tie for llth place
with Lynchburg College in the
Hollins College intercollegiate
horse show over the weekend.
Freshman Maria
Grabowsky turned in the
team's best performance,
taking second in the beginning
walk-trot class.
Freshman Mary Jones
finished third in advanced
walk-trot ■. canter, apd.senior

/
Kathy Kelbaugh placed fourth
in novice horsemanship on the
flat and fifth in novice horsemanship over fences.
Sophomore Alison MacDonald and sophomore Lisa
Vesper each took a fifth place
in advanced
walk-trotcanter,
i
The Duchesses do not
compete again until the
NAGWS I National
Intercollegialje Championship
on March 25. .

decisions, or two decisions
and a pin to defeat AU.
Lawman (134) narrowed
the Eagle's lead to 15-11 when
he defeated Brian Sulmenetti
5-4 in one of the afternoon's
most exciting matches.
"Woody's match is what
made our winning season,"
said assistant coach Dick
Besnier. "Woody did a heck of
a job."
JMU took the lead 17-15
when Utegaard (167) won by
default over AU's Phil Howe.
However, JMU needed a
victory or a draw from
Kubesh (Hwt.) Jo keep the
leatHmd gain the victory.
Kubesh outscored' Steve
Pann 4-1 to give the Dukes
their victory, and their first
winning season at Division I.
"I knew I had to win for us
to win the match," said
Kubesh. "He was quick, so I
tried to be aggressive and ride
him hard."
Freshman Dennis Herndon
(118),
Lawman
(134),
Utegaard (167), senior Dale
Eaton (190), and Kubesh
(Hwt.) each had two victories
for JMU.
Herndon (118) finished the
season with a 21-12 record,
making him the first JMU
wrestler to win 20 or more
(Continued-on Page 17)

released by the NCAA.
The Dukes ranked third in
team batting (.342 behind
Arizona State the number 1
team in the country last year)
third in team scoring (an
average of 8.9 runs per game)
and fourth in team pitching
(2.28 ERA behind South
Carolina).
But Babcock also sees team
weaknesses, "We didn't rank
in team fielding last year, this
is a definite area of needed
improvement"

Bono, I a starter at tirst base
last year, moves over to third.
In the outfield, Roger Lee
returns for his fourth year in
right field, and either senior
Mike Smith or Freshman
Lorenzo Bundy will start in
left field.
Although the Dukes haven't
been able to practice on the
baseball field they have gone
outdoors several times for
practice on the Astroturf.
'The pitchers are throwing
on schedule," Babcock said.

In 677 JMU finished among
the top four Division I teams...
in three statistical categories
The team has lost some
experience in fielding, but the
additions of first year starter
Rob Krowiak a junior second
baseman and freshman Dean
Pennypacker, centerfield, will
help plug the holes.
Still, the Dukes will start a
veteran team in the
David Showalter returns for
his fourth year as starting
catcher.
Senior
Mark
Parenteau will start at first
base after being used as the
designated hitter last year.
J.W. Mitchell starts his third
year as shortstop and Joe

"They have been throwing
indoors on artificial pitching
mounds. I would say most of
them could throw 7 innings in
60 degree weather. If it is cold
on game day I will split the
Pitching responsibilities
Jtween three pitchers.
Babcock added, "usually
by this point in the season we
have been outside 8 or 10
times. After the first two
games I don't feel this factor
will hurt us."
In addition to the five
returning pitchers there are
(Continued on Page 17)

Sports commentary:1

AIVs heavyweight reign
special to 609s children
By KEN TERRELL
The first time Cassius Clay fought Sonny Listen, my
brother and I smuggled a transistor radio into our
bedroom so we could listen to the broadcast after bedtime.
Like most of the country, we were rooting against the
loud-mouthed challenger from Louisville, Ky. The press
coverage of Clay's pre-fight boasting and his predictions
of how he would destroy the champion, pierced even our
narrow childhood world of awareness. So we listened to
our first heavyweight championship fight that night,
unwitting captives of the challenger's first hype job.
Listen's relative silence in the face of Clay's verbal
onslaught had seemed , to me, a noble and valiant
posture. Thus, when Clay took the title, it shattered a
child's belief in justice. Blutojiad knocked out Popeye
and the 'spinach can was empty.
Of course
neither my
brother, nor I
were aware of Listen's lengwuand violent prison record.
From uie time of that first well-publicized fight, the
new champion became a fixture in my life, as indeed, he
became a part of every sports fans life from that time
until the present
But for me, and perhaps for all those fans of my
generation, the emergence of Qlay at mis time was
something special. Just as the Beatles'arrival at the top
of their field both triggered my interest in popular music
and paralleled its growth and development so did Clay's
rise to the summit of his profession do the same for my
appreciation of boxing.
And like the Beatles, the champion's influence soon
transcended the realm of his profession. He became a
symbol of the racial turbulence and the anti-war
movement of the sixties.
The early controversies surrounding bis career did
nothing to change my first anti-Clay sentiments.
When Cassius. Clay became Muhhammed Ali it only
confirmed my image of him as an anti-hero. 7here was
something downright scary to a middle-class white kid
when someone as powerful as the heavyweight champion of the world spoke of Black Power. It was as if
Fidel Castro had won baseball's Triple Crown.
Each championship defense brought new hope that
someone with more acceptable personal beliefs and a
decent sense of modesty would supplant Ali. Provided,
of course, that the new champion was also American.
However, the fall which is supposed to follow all
unseemly expressions of pride proved just another law
of tradition that Ali could defy. Inevitably, as the
heavyweight champion fulfilled his own victorious
predictions time and again, he earned the grudging
respect of this former disbeliever.
(Continued on Page 16)
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Win over VCU puts Duchesses in tournament
(Continued from Page 14)
Virginia Commonwealth
University Saturday gave the
Duchesses a record good
enough to qualify for the
tournament.
That VFISW
record, in the Commonwealth
Division, stands at 2-6. while
VCU falls to 0-8 Overall, the
Duchesses are 9-12. the Rams
ar 2-15.
JMU will go into the tournament the number seven
seed ahead of Virginia Tech,
whom the Duchesses defeated
earlier this season.
Otherwise. Old Dominion,
who is nationally ranked, will

get the number-one seed with
an H-0 record. Radford. 6-2. is
the number
two-seed
Longwood Virginia and
Norfolk State finished with 5-3
records, but Longwood will be
seeded third. Virginia f«nirth
and Norfolk State
fifth.
Virginia Union, 3-5, is seeded
sixth, JMU seventh and Tech
eighth.
As the seventh seed, the
Duchesses will play Radford
Thursday at 3 p.m. JMU will
play Friday, either against
the winner of the loser of the
Norfolk
State-Virginia
Union game. Should the

Duchesses lose both days,
their season is over, and if
they win on either or both
days, they will play again
Saturday
But the rematch with
Radford has been longawaited. Earlier this season,
Radford beat JMU 56-54 in a
game several JMU players
and coaches feel they should
have won.
"We're happy to get
another chance with Radford." said head coach Betty
Jaynes. "The kids want to
play them because they will
they.can win. But we'll really

have to get our heads together
for Radford."
JMU "had their heads
together" for VCU. apparently, as they jumped out
to an early lead, taking a 36-23
lead into halftime.
But in the second half, the
Rams battled back several
times and made a game of it.
cutting the lead to four.
The Duchesses, behind
Bette Notaro's scoring and
Kathy Peter's rebounding,
held off the VCU attack late in
the second half.
Notaro scored 12 of her

AH special to sixties generation
(Continued from Page 15)
When All's anti-war stance
forced him to relinquish his
title and his right to appear in
the ring, there was an 11-yearold's twinge of sympathy
beneath my veneer of
cynicism towards a champion
boxer who refused to fight for
his country.
However, even this action,
which at first appeared selfish
and cowardly, turned out to be
only symptomatic of the
feelings of many young people
in the country. The dear price
that Ali paid for his protest,
the sacrifice of his prime
fighting years, and my own
growing awareness of the
murky realities of the Vietnam conflict, forced me to
accept Ali's beliefs as sincere.
In fact, when the exiled
champion returned to the
ring, he became for me,
Kerhaps the only true sports
ero I have had.
In an age when television
exposure reduces most star
athletes to concerns about
projecting an image, Ali
managed to maintain his
originality and force the
networks to accept him on his
own terms.
His reclamation of the
championship was all the
more amazing considering Ali
spent his peak fighting years
in forced inactivity. His bout
with George Forma n in Zaire
and his stirring series with
Joe Frazier, including the
"Thrilla in Manila,"made Ali
perhaps the single most
recognized personality in the
world.
While the other personalities who helped shape
the unique character of the
sixties, the Kennedy's, Bob
Dylan, Martin Luther King,
and The Beatles among them,
met tragic ends or drifted out
of the spotlight in the
seventies, Ali remade and
expanded his career.

Precision Cuts
jand Body Perm
for the curly
look!

Coiffures
Lorren
|A REDKEN Saloi
434-7375
[48 W. Elizabeth

But with his fame, Ali also
accumulated tremendous
burdens as a figure-head and
spokesman. Ali carried not
only the extra weight of approaching middle-age into the
ring against Leon Spinks, he
also bore the responsibility for
the well-being of the entire
sport of boxing and that of his
religion.
Both organizations stand to
suffer greatly without Ali's
captivating personality in the
limelight as their standard
bearer.
Ali carried still another
burden into the ring that
night. He was
the lone
survivor of a generation of
prominent figures in politics,
music, and sports, who had an
impact on the sixties.

Thus the feeling of loss this
child of the sixties felt when
the king of the ring met the
apparent end of his long reign.
Now that Spinks has
decided
to
honor
his
agreement to fight Ken
Norton first, it appears that
Muhammed Ali may have to
wait indefinitely for a chance
to regain his heavy weight
crown. In fact, it is likely that
Ali will never again win the
championship, especially if
Norton wins,
his bout
with Spinks.
Should he finally disappear
from the boxing ring, it will
mark the end of a special lovehate relationship for those of
us who grew up during the
course of Ali's memorable
career.

♦MPORTH) CAR & TRUCK PARTS
"Your Import Ports Htodooorttt
In Tho Vollof'

•BAP C.HOiV

SPECIALIZING
IK
PARTS 1 ACCESSORIES

FOB ALL
IMPORTED CARS
* TRUCKS

lap«M br hrti
Special Discounts for Students Showing ID Cards
,,

NEW LOCATION
Corner of Waterman Dr.
and'Chicago Ave.

CALL

433-2534

game-high 21 points in the
second half, after teamleading
scorer
Mendy
Childress twisted an ankle and
sat out much of the second
half.
Her injury is not
believed serious and Childress
should be ready to play in the
weekend's tournament.
"She (Notaro) really took
on the scoring responsibility
when Mendy got hurt," said
Jaynes.
Peter, too. took up some of
the slack, grabbing 17
rebounds, nine in the second
half. She also added 12 points
in the game.

MARCH OF DIMES
THIS SPACe CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

AUTO FARTS

WE'VE GOT THE PARTS
& ACCESSORIES YOU
NEED.
"WORLD PARTS" for AH Imports

STUDENTS GET
DISCOUNTS
~ SO GET TUNED UP
FOR SPRING BREAK

CAR PARTS INC.

Hang in Ther
Seniors.
The Graduate
is Coming!
The only Handbook for Leaving
School designed especially to help
graduating college seniors make it
in the real world. And it's free for
you from
(To be mailed to your campus * a
P.O., compliments of the Alumni
Association and Office of Career Planning and
I Placement)

60 E. Rock St.
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Baseball team opens tomorrow
(Continued from Page 15)
three new pitchers on the
staff. They are juniors Dan
Prior from Gulf Coast Junior
College, Mike Estes from
Manteen Junior College and
Fi'esMman Pete Wojicicki
from New York City.
There
remains
two
returning veterans, utility
outfielder Jeff Cempre and
second string catcher Bob
Sica.
Four other freshman made
this season's team.
Tom
Reap, catcher-third base and

Mark Creekmore, catcher,
both graduated from Kempsville high school, winners of
the 77 Virginia State AAA
Baseball Championship.
Mike Cravotta and Mike
Zimmerman both made the
taxi-squad and will dress
when the team plays at home.
Because JMU competes as
a major independent, its only
chance of receiving an NCAA
bid for the playoffs is based on
the overall record.
"We will have to beat most
of the good schools on our

schedule South Carolina and
Clemson included," Babcock
said, referring to goals for the
season.
"The better our
record the better our chances
of receiving an NCAA bid."
This year the Dukes play
Virginia Tech in a home and
away series. "We are not
looking that far in advance,"
Babcock remarked. "It would
help if we beat them, but we
need to win as may games as
possible
against
good
schools."

Men swimmers sixth again
to UR in state championships

JMU DIVER MIKE WEST completes one of his dives in
the state meet held in Sagave Natatoriuiq this weekend.

Wrestlers end with wins
(Continued from Page IS'
matches in a season.
"They just started doing
thi hings we'd been stressing
all along," said Besnier.
"This win is a giant step
forward. A winning season is
the first step towards a
winning program."
JMU will send Herndon
(118). Lawman (134). Scott
Breslin (150). Utegaard (167).

Eaton 1190), and Kubesh
(Hwt. i to compete in the
NCAA Eastern Regional
Wrestling Championships
March 3 and 4 at William and
Mary.
The winner of each weight
class will advance to the
NCAA Wrestling Championships March 10 and 11 at
the University of Maryland's
Cole Field House.

We've got
what you want.

(Continued from Page 14
proceeded to swim a 3:46.4 in
the trials, and a 3:44.7 in the
Opals.
Co-captain
Sulzer,
swimming the last meet of his
career, swam his best time
ever in the 50 and 100
freestyles and the 100 butterfly.
Paul Weber, the other cocaptain, placed eighth in the
200 breaststroke at 2:23.18.
Laiti swam a 2:19.23 in the

same event, which would have
been good for sixth, but he was
disqualified for not touching
the finish line with both hands
at the same time. Harry Ching
swam a 2:27.6 for thirteenth
place, and Bob Carter, also
swimming his last meet,
finished in 2:28.8 for fourteenth place.
In the 200-1.M., Laiti scored
two points for JMU with an
eleventh place finish and a

Men gymnasts runners-up
to W&M inVa. state meet
with an 8.3 mark in the 'vault.
Overcoming the lack of a
full time coach, the men's
Greg Frew and Dave
gynmastics team captured
Carter were the only other
second place in the state meet
place winners for the Dukes
Sunday, at William and Mary.
The pair tied for sixth in the
The team compiled 146.95
floor exercise with identical
points behind champion
marks of 7 75.
William and Mary's 193.45.
Competing as an inVirginia Tech placed third in
the meet and Virginia Com- dependent. JMU graduate
student Wayne Alson placed
monwealth took fourth.
George Ishee was JMU's »first in the pommel horse jvith
highest finisher in the meet a high mark of 8.9.

time of 2:06.24. John White
narrowly missed qualifying
for the finals with a 2:10.63.
Mike Evans picked up five
points for JMU with an eighth
place 22.6 in the 50-yard
freestyle.
Though he scored better
than any other JMU performer, diver Mike West's two
second places, in the one and
three meter diving, were
somewhat of a
disappointment. He was the Duke's
best hope for a first place. On
the one-meter board West was
beaten by Richmond's David
Gregory, 424.35 to 406.55, and
on the three meter by Craig
Cilimberg of VPI, who edged
West by a single point, 381.2 to
380 2.
Chip Martin and John
White placed in the 200
breaststroke. Martin came in
eighth at 2:06.69. and White
eleventh at 2:08.016.
Kris Weimerskirch swam a
2:02.84, a team record, in the
200 butterfly, to place ninth
overall, and Scott Johnston
placed twelfth with a time of
2:07.25.

Pizza and Italian
Restaurant
Specials This Week
.20
Lasagna dinner •1.99 Spaghetti w/meat balls
or meat sauce dinner •1.99

'uesday
14 Karat Gold With A Serpentine Twist
Serpentine chains, the fashion favorite.
Elegant neckchains to be worn alone or in
groups. 15-inch length, $19.95. The
bracelet makes a fashionable complement to
her strap watch, $9.95. A bright-idea
in pierced earrings, $14.95
Convenient Terms, Layaway And
Major Credit Cards.

STUDENT CHARGE
ACCOUNTS INVITED

lewd Box

+J DIAMOND
OlAMOND SPECIALISTS FOR OVER 50 YEARS

i. MAIN ST.. HARRISONBURG

VISA'

Wednesday-- Manicotti dinner $2.00
Baked Ziti dinner *1.99 Chicken Parmigilana
w/Spaghetti dinner $2.50
Thursday—Veal Scallopini w/mushrooms and green
peppers dinner *4.50 Spaghetti w/clam sauce
dinner *2.SO Pi™- medium and large 50* ofl
—all dinners include an open salad bar at:

Sal9S 885 E. Market St.
gh Ham - 11pm Sun. - Thurs.
Ham - lam wi. & Sat.
Master Charge and Visa accepted
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Flag football:

Two teams go to quarter-finals
VOICE OF

FAN

Coverage questioned
:

m

By WILLIAM SULLIVAN
Gifford and the Underdogs
moved to the flag football
quarter-finals with victories
Sunday.
Gifford's Rick Nunnally
intercepted two passes as his
team beat Ikenberry, 8-6.
After a scoreless first half,
Nunnally returned Shelby
Carter's pass for a 6-0 lead.
Ron Cline caught a pass for a
2-point conversion and 8-0
Gifford margin.
Then, with less than two
minutes remaining, Carter
passed twice to Bill Alexan-

der^ On his second catch,
Alexander rumbled down the
sideline to narrow the game.
Nunnally dashed Ikenberry's hopes with his second
interception on its two-point
attempt.
Carter threw three interceptions in his first start at
quarterback.
In other playoff action, the
Underdogs routed F-Troop 140. Skip Eastman scored first
on a quick pitch, then Dave
Harvey drove up the middle
for the victory.
F-Troop captain Rodney
Allen expected three touch-

downs from the A league team
prior to the contest. "We
thought it was funny we made
the playoffs," he said.
F-TrooR's offense gained
one first down in the game,
and was frequently penalized.
NOTES: Several members
of the Underdogs' defense
wore Playtex gloves during
the game. "The gloves are
better for intercepting passes
and grabbing flags," one
player claimed.
In other intramurals,
rosters are due for men's
volleyball on March 13 at 6:30
in Godwin 344

STEVE'S

I would like to suggest to the Breeze a closer look at
sports coverage provided by the reporters. I don't understand their priorities. In general, I am disturbed by
the February 17th issue; in specific, I am disturbed by
the articles on the state track meet and the basketball
game with Citadel.
When I read the article on, the track meet, I expected
an interview, with anyone other than the coach, to be
with Sam Onwuli who was the only member of the team
tOAvin a first place. I didn't expect an interview with
Keith Pope, a nigh hurdler who didn't finish his race.
Why not interview Jeff Artis who, in fact, came in second
in high hurdles? Why not interview Tim Collins who got
fourth in his event, or even long distance runners
Woodson and Greehan who did at least finish fifth? I'm
sure they have their reasons for not winning also. But
why interview someone who didn't place over those who
did place and placed well? And how did Pope's problems
overshadow Artis' race? Artis came in second because
he ran a good race, not because Pope had a bad day.
I was also wondering what happened to the picture of
Sherman Dillard making his 2000th point, The text
certainly gave him credit. But if one photographer can
get three shots of Dillard missing a dunk no one was
expecting, why couldn't someone have been ready to get
at least one shot of him scoring the 2000th point most
were expecting to happen very soon?
Someone's priorities are a bit confused. Let's try to
straighten them out so full credit can be given where full
credit is due.

"THE NEW KID IN TOWN "
Located in the Heart of The Dayton Mall

♦

THIS WEEK'S GIVE AWAY SPECIALS

♦

Maxwell House Coffee % ox.
Strohman Pantry Bread
Strohman Snack Cakes

♦

2/.S9
4/.SO

White Owl Demi-Tips—.30 box of five
E-Z Wider Rolling Papers
.as/book
BUDWEISER
$1.69 bpack
$6.75/case
KEGS ON REQUEST
A Little Farther- But Worth the Trip
STEVE'S
Main St.,Dayton,Va.

Angela Adkins

879-9661
************•****,;
******************+
^*****************f****

MILL
( M|**nt l» Graml Unlon)|

m y«i COK eotRwWa.
Slniwo

C&iw.
ScofeM

.—3.50
4.25

.—MS
S.50

Oyttou
5.25
S|«e Stawwd Slwiwj) 6.50

mmited Soiai Bod
QMrtWilkMlty
"Betted on hmk Ftied
mfo Bwqrt facie®*

W

*******

OOP

********** r********i

plus deposi
16 oz.*Coca ■1.39$
JPabst Blue Ribbon 6 pk. 12 oz. cans
2.69*
I
12 pk. 12 oz. cans
*
jGallo- Hearty Burgundy
2.99}
*
Rhine Wine
magnum♦Chicken-of-the-Sea Light meat chunk tuna 6.5 oz.can-.69{
♦ Nabisco Saltine Crackers 16oz.
—
.69*
$Fritos Corn Chips 12 oz..69*
JChee-tos Fried Cheese
oz.-69*
eese Puffs 9 oz.
4 for 1.002
J Franco American Spaghetti-O's—
*
♦Campbell's Tomato
5 for 1.00*
}
Chicken Noodle Soup2 for 1.00J
jLibby Tomato Juice 46 oz.
* Florida Valencia Oranges
10 for .89J
.99*
1 Rome Beauty Apples 3 lb. bag
-1.00*
JVine Ripened Tomatoes ^9 oz. packjBoneless New York Strips(whole 8-12 lbs.average)l .991b:
♦Banquet Fried Chicken 2 lb. package
——1.99*
:
♦ Banquet TV Dinner; 'W ' .
——,2 for 1.
1 Banquet Pot Pirns
Pies —
jBanaiei
4for1.00j

♦•••A********************************************

t
J
♦

Tn
Prices Effective Through Sat. March 4tn
in Harrisonburg
Not Responsible for Typographical Errors.

*
*
J

*************************************************

Carter aide
denies report
by columnist
WASHINGTON (AP>Hamilton Jordan, President
Carter's chief aide, has denied
a report by a Washington Post
columnist that he spat a drink
down the front of a young
woman's blouse after she
rejected his advances.
"I did not. spit at her, I can
state that categorically,"
Jordan said in response to
Rudy Maxa's "Front Page
People" column that appeared in the paper's Sunday
editions.
"I did not do anything that
was
improper or
that
amounted to making a pass at
her," Jordan said
The woman, whom Maxa
did not identify, said the incident occurred on Jan. 27 at
Sarsfield's, a favorite night
spot of some Carter staffers.
The Post said the woman's
story was corroborated by her
companion and another eyewitness.
Jordan, who is separated
from his wife, was involved
late last year in a controversy
concerning the wife of the
Egyptian ambassador.
According- to published
reports, Jordan pulled at the
front of the woman's dress
and remarked something
about "always wanting to see
the twin pyramids of the
Nile." Jordan also denied that
report.
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DOONESBURY
..MOREOVER, I RESENT THE
TONS OF YOU/? QUESTION!
IF MR. WILLIAMS HADNT
j FOUND MB FULLY QUALIFIED, I WOULDN'T

I BE HERE! I

By Garry Trudeau
LISTEN, SONNY, MY NE60TIATIN6
EXPERIENCE IS A LOT MORE VALUABLE TO THE CLUB THAN OLD
SCHOOL TIES! WERE ALSO TALKING BREEDING HERE, BUDDY,
AND/NTE6RITYAND.. AND..

WHY AM I
WASTIN6 MY
TIME? READ
HIM MY BIO.
V

BORN IN A
LOO CABIN
IN 1933,
MR. DUKE.."
1

Jsjt
^^Z^JJ

P jl

Tour sponsored
A travel-sh»«*r ***"" to Spain
»«j Morocco will be sponsored by the department of
languages and literatures
May 9-29, 1978.
The cost of the tour, which
includes round trip air
transport and hotel accommodations, is $725 per
person. A tuition fee of $48 will
also be charged for Spanish
309-"Travel-Study: Spanish
Civilization," a three-credit
course.
The tour includes visits to
Madrid, Cordoba, Sevilla,
Granada and Malaga, in Spain,
and
Tangiers,
Rabat,
Casablanca and Marrakesh in
Morocco.
For further information,
contact Dr. James Conis.Tour
Director, 30 Maplehurst
Avenue, Harrisonburg, Va.
22801.

FOOL* N * ME • * •

A
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The Breeze classifieds get results!

$.50 for the first 25 words
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Classifieds
For sale
QUALITY
STEREO
EQUIPMENT: Kenwood 8004
amp.; 60 big watts; $375. Bose
501's; 4 year warranty; $280.
Call Bucky, 433-9501.
FOR HIRE: Will move large
objects or do hauling with my
van. Rates open. Call Steve,
433-2289, Box 2617.
ANYONE on or off campus
interested in receiving The
Washington Star newspaper,
please call Tom, 7142. On and
off campus delivery available.
TYPING SERVICE:
Cvag. 433-1868.

R.

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
AND WEDDING RINGS: Up
to 50 percent discount to
students, faculty and staff.
Example-^ ct., $125; ^ ct,
$325; 1 ct, $895; by buying
directly
from
leading
diamond importer. For color
catalog send $1 to SMA Importers, Inc., Box 42, Fanwood, N.J. 07023 (indicate
name of school), or (212) 6823390 for location of showroom
nearest you.

ALL ELECTRIC, furnished
two-room efficiency with
bath; electricity paid
by
renter; double bed: 434-0136;
$120 per month; lease.

HEY STILTS 101: We know
that
Torrichelli will be
checking out more than tans!
Hubba! Hubba! Watch for the
Aqua one piece! Sex mongers.

SUBLET:
Two bedroom
apartment. Park apartments.
Utilities included. Phone 4347680.

T.T.W.: Hey, skinny...have a
great time
frolicking in
Florida, but remember your
promise...

PRIVATE
ROOMS:
Available for men and women
during 1978-1979
year.
Walking distance from
campus: furnished or unfurnished; kitchen facilities.
Locate at 70 Broad and 325 S.
Liberty. 234-8247.

MARSUPIALS
PSYCHED
FOR FLORIDA: Have a
super-terrific vacation in the
land of sunshine and bring me
back a sun tan! Drive safely!
Da-y-addy's
"Southern
Belle."

SQUIRE HILL APARTMENT: Need to sublet furnished apartment early May
through Aug. 15. $78 per
month. Access to pool and
tennis courts. Call Cindy, 4342851.
HOUSE FOR RENT: Three
or four bedroom. $300 per
month. Leave message at 4344890 or 434-0429.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT: Sublet May through
August. Option to continue in
fall. Air-conditioned. All
TOP BRAND-NAME AUDIO
utilities included. $259 per
EQUIPMENT AT ROCK —month* Call 434-4741 after 5
BOTTOM PRICES:
Also,
p.m.
"*~
— ,
brand name calculators,
TWO BEDROOMS, lfc baths,
televisions, car stereos and
lease, deposit, near Hillandale
C.B. radios. Call for a price
Park. Furnished. Four people
quote, 433-9440 (off campus),
($75 each). $225 per month
itk for Mike
unfurnished. Town and
Country Real Estate, 433-2681.
1958 VOLKSWAGEN FOR
SALE: It's a classic! Best
offer. Call 433-1285.

Wanted

GOING TO FLORIDA? Lose
those unnecessary pounds
before stepping on the beaches
of Florida. All natural,
nutritional, weight loss
program. Call 433-1285.
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports.
14 years experience. 75 cents
per page (Pica) and 80 cents
per page (Elite).
Paper
furnished. Call Mrs. Price,
828-6941.
&

DO YOU NEED HELP
MOVING? Will do light
hauling with % ton pick-up
truck at reasonable rates. Call
828-2012. Kim.
MRS. DORIS--ESP. PALM
READER AND ADVISER ON
ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE:
There is no problem so big
that she cannot solve. Mrs.
Doris is located on Main
Street just two doors north of
the f irehouse in New Market,
Va. For further information,
call 740-8798. Special for JMU
students: full life reading for
$2.

For rent
RENT
HOUSESAPARTMENTS
THIS
SUMMER IN VIRGINIA
BEACH: Two blocks from the
ocean on 24th St. Group or
single rates available on
request Contact Russ Burnup, 737 Surfside Avenue,
Virginia Beach, Va. 23451.
Phone-804-422-3772.
FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES: Rock band
available for your party or
dance. For the best in rock
and roll and Top 40, write
"Izz'.'Box 1094; call 886-0693
after 5 p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Two
males to share apartment for
summer and-or fall. Rent and
utilities at Squire Hill. Call
433-9440. Ask for Guy.
RIDE WANTED: Ride to
Denver,
Colorado
or
surrounding area over spring
break. Round trip preferable.
Will share expenses and
driving. Call Debbie, 434-8663.
ONE-HALF TON SHORT
BED PICK-UP or four-wheel
drive (Jeep, Scout etc.). Can
spend between $1,000 and
$1,500. Call 896-2828 after 8
p.m. or P.O. Box 2848.

Lost
A LADIES GOLD WRIST
WATCH: At Dukes Grill ,
Sigma Nu or somewhere in
between, on Saturday, Feb.
18. If found, please call Cathy,
4552.

Activities
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign.
No experience
required. Excellent ' pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
a> or career. Send $3 for
ormation. Seafax, Dept L2, Box 2049, Port Angles,
Wash. 9830}.

Personal
R.B. CURLIE: Need another
hint. I'm stumped. Contact
Ted Nugent at Box 2277.
Ryder from Portsmouth.
JMU GIRLS: Get lucky-win a
date with Sharky's II. Applications should be sent to
Box 1375. Include
vital
statistics. Snake.

SECOND
V.P..
AND
TREASURER:
Twinkle,
twinkle, little star, how you
wonder who we are! Coincidental-it sure was fun. We
owe it all to Allison. B. Joans
MISCHIEVOUS RAT AND
CAGEY CAT: Hey, you twopull in your nets. Second V.P.
and Treasurer are OURS!
You had better cool your jets!
Basketball Joans.
TO GARBER B202: Three out
of sue guys in B202 want it; the
other three give it. Big Dawg.
EVERYBODY: I don't understand. Nine out of 10 guys
and girls want WHAT? Naive.

EAGLES T.C.: Drink beer,
run bare, swoop fa^beaver,
don't just stare. Partyhearty,
stay up late; in these respects,
you don't rate. But listen
close, read the signs, and
always keep these words in
mind: "We're runnin' on
empty, runnin' blind; you run
ahead, we'll fly behind. You
be the good guys, we'll be the
bums: you'll get a gold star,
we'll have the fun." Night Owl
T.C. P.S. Thanks to Boomer
for holding our bloomers.

JEANNE: I also
LOVE
Earth, Wind and Fire-but for
now, a KISS will do. In
Florida, we'll
see what
happens. The Mystery Kisser.

BORN TO RUN: I'm sorry I
had to put so much of it on
you...I can't wait for Thursday, though...

GEEK: Enjoy yourself next
week and geek freely for me.
Please try to keep the little
sisters in line, a fellow geek

CONGRAT'S TO: J.D., Joe
P., Scott, Roy, Sam, Marlin,
Jim M., Robin, T. Ward, Bob,
Steve P., Al, Warren, Mark,
Bill, bro's and maggots. You
beat number two! You are
definitely number one in
TEKEDOM! With love from
your devoted cheerleaders!

MARATHON MAN: When you
are feeling blue, remember
that I am always ready to help
nurse you back to health. I
may not have any Bass Pale
Ale, but I can definitely give
some tender loving care.
Florence Nightingale.

FOR A GOOD TIME: Call
Debbie, 6504.
GARRI: We're not quite
lovers and we're not quite
friends, and if you think this
will rhyme, guess agains.
Avatar.

TO MY FRIENDS: What can I
say to the most beautiful
people I have ever known? I
love you guys more than you'll
ever know. I'll miss you
terribly and will never forget
you or the happiness you've
given me. You guys take care
of yourselves. OK? Love
always, Lynn.

JOYCIE: How you doin?
Congratulations on a fine
magnum opus. Mia Copa to
the late Mr. Shostakovich.
Happy birthday and Good
Gluck always. Liz.
TO ALL HARD-CORE ROCK
AND ROLLERS: Forming a
Ted
Nugent fan club. For
further information, contact
Joe Breamea
-SLIDE T-BONE: Sorry you
hacr"lo"-n«w~_vour sunshine.
Have a good spring w^i,
anyway. I will be sure to bring
back a few rays for you. S..S.

KH.1.EU-. I'm sorry it's a late
valentine, but remember, m&
OBSERVE CAREFULLY
love will never be late. Then
howSQtlCBt*
5t*«» »nd the arts of
again, I don't know how much
civilization bring nbfioi,
more time I can give you. I
prosperity, independence and
guess it will have to be New
freedom to a government and
its people. Abdu'1-Baha;
York or bust! All my love,
Forever!
Baha'i Club, Box 4175
|B88BHri1»»O-r8-8-B->0a»B»8HMIM»H»»»Tg n
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NOTICE
Applications are now being accepted
for the positions of editor, managing
'• editor and business manager of
The Breeze for 1978-79.
Candidates for
Persons applying
editor and
for business manager
ter ^J7 V-Y
managing editor
must be familiar with
must have
The Breeze's business
worked for
organization and have
The Breeze in an
taken at least six hours
editorial capacity
of business courses or
for at least one
their equivalent.
semester and have taken
at least six hours of journalism
courses or their equivalent.
All candidates will be interviewed by a
selection committee chosen by
The Breeze Publication Board.
i

Written applications and requests for information
may be directed to Barbara Burch, editor.
Deadline for applications is March 1.

